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EDITORIAL
together & stronger

Editorial

In a deeply changed global “market”, both for companies and
consumers, Infomedix felt the
need to diversify his editorial
and communicative signature.
Thus, a “joint venture” between Infodent International
and Ariesdue is born, in order
to offer companies reliable tools
of detailed penetration.

Two institutions with 25 years’ experience in the medical
field, who join their scientific and business knowledge in
favour of a precise, focused and useful communication.

editorial

When adding produces innovation. Unity makes strength.

Our purpose as publishers is to become “Partner” with
all those companies who plan on strengthen their
presence on the market in a coordinated way.
This union will not only bring conventional editorial
suppor ts, but also worldwide services and consultancy.
See you soon,

Tools that range from trade to professional.
Baldo Pipitone
CEO Infodent S.r.l.
baldo.pipitone@infodent.com
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Infodent joins Ariesdue to give you a complete
range of marketing & consultancy services
Access the whole medical field with our services.
Infomedix International offers your company a range of marketing
possibilities: advertising, e-newsletters, database subscription &
co-exhibition services.

We help you reach suppliers, dealers,
manufactures and doctors!

Follow us on:

www.infomedix.it • infomedix@infomedix.it
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HIGHLIGHTS
Advertiser’s Products

• Health Bounce Pod: The Safest Way to Rebounding Therapy
We are a developer & manufacturer of Health Rebounders and
Trampolines. We offer, through our Rehab & Health Division: Active
Care, a full range of rebounders, designed to provide absolute safety
& comfort for users, whatever their condition: post-surgery, joints &
muscles disease, vision impediment...
he benefits o rebounding are known or decades, and largel used
in the rehabilitation field, as well as to aintain eo le, who su er
from severe joints or muscles disease, physically active. We provide the safest way to practice
rebounding, but also practical ways for wheelchair users to experience rebounding. Blind
people particularly appreciate our bounce pods, since they allow them to practice a physical
activity in an entirely independent way. We also offer rebounders designed for diagnostic and
performance analysis, developed in conjunction with diagnostic software. Special projects are
welcome.
www.activefun.com.hk // af@activefun.com.hk Visit us at London Elite Sports Therapy & Medical Rehabilitation 2015, Booth J44

• From Conventional Mammography to Digital Breast Tomosinthesys
Metaltronica has been designing and manufacturing mammography
devices for almost 40 years, our long experience and the excellent
skills o our sta grant the highest roducti it le els and ualit
standards. We provide a full range of complete solutions for mammography that can satisfy all customer’s need. After having achieved
great results with our analogue mammography unit Lilyum and our
FFDM system Helianthus Metaltronica launched its Digital Breast
Tomosinthesys: Helianthus DBT. For its DBT System Metaltronica has chosen a technology
that allows to gather su ficient in or ation on larger olu es o tissue with low noise and high
i age ualit
ter a scanning ti e o less than
seconds an ad anced algor th starts to
reconstruct the breast tissue in
thick slices elianthus
uses an anti scatter grid
s ecificall designed or to osinthes s and this akes it a co lete solution to obtain e cellent
i ages in
screening,
to osinthes s and stereotactic bio s
www.metaltronica.com // metaltronica@metaltronica.com

• The Big Case Back Tables
he ig ase ack tables are s ecificall designed to acco
odate
a variety of large surgical cases such as orthopedics, spine, cardiovascular, neuro, endoscopy, open heart and craniotomies.
The additional space created by the upper shelf promotes improve
arrangement, organization, and visibility of the instrument trays
without the need or stacking
ecific o ers two uni ue st les o the ig ase ack able,
standard and adjustable he tandard ig ase ack able is ideal in su orting an surgical
procedure that is implant and/or instrument intensive, especially when space is limited. The
djustable ig ase ack able acco
odates sta heights ranging ro
c to
c
to
he ain sur ace o the table a be adjusted to a a i u height o
c
or a ini u o
c
www.orspecific.com // info@orspecific.com
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HIGHLIGHTS
Advertiser’s Products

• JDH: Your source for US Radiology, Emergency & Hospital Furnishing equipment
JD HONIGBERG INTERNATIONAL su lies worldwide since
to ualit
certified edical e ui ent ade in
•
We offer C-Arm Imaging Tables, peripheral Bone Densitometers, Radiographic Stretchers, MRI compatible carts, Warming cabinets for contrast media
uids,
a rotection a rons glo es and e ewear
•
We offer transport Ventilators, portable
Suction devices for hospital use (emergency dept.) and pre-hospital use (ambulances), mechanical CPR devices,
Regulators, Flow-meters and emergency medical carts.
•
e ulfill the needs o an de art ents with
uid ar ers, edication arts, nesthesia carts, a ables, tands,
ables, tools, torage abinets or co es
u lies, cales,
ial sis hairs, aiting oo
atient hairs, a ill ounting achine or har acies, sother
ortable ontainers with e rigerant acks or
te erature sensiti e ite s, all ailing or attaching e ui ent, is ensers or glo es, asks, gels
www.jdhmedical.com / mforcier@jdhintl.com Visit us at FIME 2015, Booth 1123

• A-Smart Emergency & Anesthesia Carts
®

Armstrong’s A-SMART® carts are light to push and do not rust as they are made of durable aluminum. This dependable line of PremierTM Carts comes in many sizes and colors,
o ers a choice o locking s ste s with either ke lock, breakawa seals or ush button lock
ou can custo i e our cart and change its configuration at an ti e when needs change
with a selection of hundreds of accessories.
A-SMART® carts are stable thanks to a stabili ing ra e, eas to aneu er with so t gri handles, swi el casters,
brakes and one tracking guiding caster he drawers o en and close so tl on ball bearing glides and are rotected
by double side panels and bumpers all around. A-SMART® carts undergo the highest ualit controls standards
® carts to
to eet
certification re uire ents he ost re utable os itals de end on
ro ide high ualit ealthcare to de anding atients
www.armstrongmedical.com / medical@jdhintl.com Visit us at FIME 2015, Booth 1118

Serving the world since 1985
Visit us at
FIME 2015
5 - 7 August

Booth
Number
1123

155 Pfingsten Road, Ste 150. Deerfield IL 60015 USA
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Visit us at FIME 2015
Booth Number: 1118

HIGHLIGHTS
Advertiser’s Products

• FORMED - Manufacturer of hospital beds, trolleys and products
for children’s wards
is a anu acturer o high ualit , inno ati e roducts
in the field o s eciali ed edical e ui ent and urniture
hospital beds and cabinets, examination and treatment tables,
trolle s or atient trans ort and co le entar e ui ent and
urniture e are a relati el oung co an established in
but our e lo ees
ha e e tensi e e erience gained o er the ears o working in the edical industr ince
, we ha e sold
roducts to edical acilities
e are one o the ew co anies in uro e that anu acture stainless steel hos ital
beds and products for children’s wards which are available in a wide range of colours and
patterns. We are constantly searching to expand our Distributors and Representatives
network all o er the world
ou are interested in coo eration, lease contact directl
with our
ort e art ent
www.formed.eu.pl // export@formed.eu.pl

•Villa Sistemi Medicali
ince
, illa iste i edicali designs, anu actures and arkets radiological systems organized in the following product families:
- Analog and digital R/F systems
- Analog and digital general radiographic rooms
obile nits
urgical ra units
- Mammography
ental anora ic, intraoral and
he grou ing o these roduct a ilies in dental and edical lines is a ke eature that has
allowed illa iste i edicali to assert itsel in the international arket o diagnostic radiolog
devices.
Customers’ expectations and needs are the inspiring concepts for the design of radiological
systems, while is a commitment towards Patients the transmission of values such as experience,
diagnostic ualit and reliabilit , dee l rooted in all illa s roducts
he recious coo eration with o er
dealers akes illa s resence and roduct distribution possible in almost 100 countries worldwide.
www.villasm.com

• RELAXSAN Compression Socks for MEN and for WOMEN
al e
srl is ro osing new socks with graduated co ression in otton and ilk fiber or en and o en rticle
is a new otton ocks with graduated co ression
g with colored design to gi e a nicer look and
exclusive sensation, and a special foot sole to gently massage the oot at each ste
rticle
is a ilk iscose nise ocks with graduated
co ression
g, the
and ost co ortable co ression socks e er
roduced b ela san ni ue e erience or the co ort and health o the legs ll roducts ro
ela san are ade in tal and certified
and
as edical e ices lass
www.gtcalze.com // info@relaxsan.it
Visit us at FIME 2015, Booth 736
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HIGHLIGHTS
Advertiser’s Products

• Professional solution for histo-pathology labs
edical is one o the leading er an anu acturers or the
e ui ent o histo atholog laboratories ince its establish ent
in
, we ha e continuousl de elo ed and e anded in arious
fields isto atholog laboratories, orensic edicine, uni ersities,
hospitals, anatomical institutes, pharmacy companies and veterinary
athologies count a ong our custo ers
edical roducts
find a lication all around the globe with the hel o our a ro i atel
distribution
partners. With our state of the art air suction systems at our grossing tables and staining
tables, we anaged to draw o all ollutants e ecti el and uietl
More information concerning our complete product range are available on our website.
www.KUGEL-medical.de // info@KUGEL-medical.de

• Innovative Endoscopy Components, LLC Premium Endoscope Repair Parts
nno ati e

ndosco
o onents,
has been the
ertified endor o choice to hundreds o endosco e ser ice acilities and dealers worldwide, or the ast
ears ur roduct range and ser ices are constantl growing
with international demand. Rapid prototyping, optical assemblies,
injection olding, and
achined arts are o ered just like
endosco e and
e ui ent labeling as well as
re air and ultilingual re air training and consulting
Please contact us.
nno ati e ndosco
o onents,
hotgun oad, ort auderdale,
el
, a

,

www.IECendoscopy.com

•Sanyleg – From Medical Research to Sports
er
ears o e erience in the roduction o edical tockings
erience and technolog or e en the ost de anding athletes
During sports activities, cardiac output and full-body circulation increases:
the veins react by activating the vasodilation phenomenon and increasing venous tone.
These veins are normal, but in susceptible patients excessive dilation
may occur, above all in the legs.
hese co ression stockings o er decreasing co ression ro the ankle to the cal , and are
highly recommended for use both during and after sports activities in order to ensure an optimal venous return.
he utili ed fibres are e tre el lightweight and resistant thanks to the use o these arns, in
fact, they even guarantee a high degree of breathability, as they are capable of collecting sweat
in a li uid state and trans erring it along the sur ace o the fibre until it reaches the outside o
the abric, where it is uickl and e ecti el released into the en iron ent
www.sanyleg.com // info@sanyleg.com
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HIGHLIGHTS
Advertiser’s Products

• Alvi Srl - Smart solutions to optimize logistics inside hospitals
Anodised aluminium is the ideal material in terms of hygiene,
ergonomics and reliability. It is light, resistant to corrosion, hygienic, non hygroscopic, solid, recyclable, non magnetic, resistant
to ultraviolet rays, with high thermal conductivity, resistant to washing and disinfection! Alvi’s 40-years know-how of aluminium
production, and the continuous research for combined employment of different materials,
such as arious lastics and stainless steel, together with light allo , lead to a constant ualit
i ro e ent he roduction achiner , highl auto ated, grants an e cellent ualit le el
The anodising treatment of the aluminium is carried out with an automatic plant under continuous ualit control ur co an strongl belie es that ost o our success co es also
ro a large in est ent in research and de elo ent, in order to find new solutions in ter s
of process, design and new products.
www.alvi-italia.com // info@alvi-italia.com

• Bioteck
ioteck is the talian o an , anu acturing e uine deri ed substitutes or tissues regeneration in eneral, rtho edics, ine,
ral and a illo acial urger ounded in
, it has de elo ed
a proprietary enzymatic de-antigenation process, which offers high
ualit edical de ices, while reser ing their uni ue bio echanical ro erties ince
, ioteck has e anded roduction and
acilities, being resent
in o er
countries throughout the orld ra ts are a ailable in a wide range o or ats
granules, granules in h drogel, aste, utt , crunch, blocks, e branes and re or ed atches
for all tissues regeneration procedures.
ioteck is now roud to launch
, the first re olutionar one ste er usion edical
de ice able to e enl saturate orous sca old with biological uids b re o ing entra ed air
bubbles under acuu condition
re resents an ad ance ent in h brid engineered
biomaterials science: it permits to prepare an ideal graft that mimics autologous tissue, then
hel ing to i ro e surgical and clinical outco es, through an eas to use and sa e techni ue

• OPERA Swing, R/F multifunctional remote-controlled system
with digital flat panel detector
wing is a re olutionar
ulti unctional re ote controlled
s ste concei ed or the best co bination with at anel detectors and
actuall allowing the o erator to anage, through a uni ue highl integrated solution, the most enhanced exams in both digital radiography
and uorogra h hanks to its cutting edge technolog and inno ator
conce t,
wing ensures an e traordinar user riendliness, together with an un atchable o erational e ficienc in an kind o diagnostic
rocedure skeletal s ste , thora , lungs, gastroenterolog , g naecolog ,
paediatrics, emergency, digital angiography, tomography, reconstruction of
the colu n and lower li bs the actual all in one s ste
he e tre e e ibilit o the
wing structure ensures the e ecution o e a s, including uorogra h , with the detector
being in contact with radio-transparent stretchers-tabletop; additionally, in combination with its
special stretcher, it ensures the execution of different projections and incidences: AP and lateral
rojections, trans ersal obli ue rojections, s ecial rojections on stretchers
wing, the
“all in one” system.
www.gmmspa.com // info@gmmspa.com
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HIGHLIGHTS
Advertiser’s Products

•Reliable, high-performance sterilization
or o er
ears oco s business has been sterili ation
ow, thanks to a new a roach to increasingl challenging
h giene re uisites, we are able to o er a wide range o roducts, covering all necessary steps for the re-processing of
conta inated instru ents and aterials ur goal is to ake the sterili ation rocess ore
and ore lean, eas and e ficient his is wh
oco ocuses e clusi el on the design and
roduction o user riendl s ste s that ro ide consistentl outstanding er or ance ur
uni ue e erience and assion ha e brought about the de elo ent o
utura and
Classic: safe, high-performance sterilizers ensuring ease of use, low consumption and faster
cycle execution.The new B Futura sterilizer has a smart interface and allows full traceability of
each sterili ation c cle hree ersions, ,
and the inno ati e
litres, are a ailable, each
featuring a brilliant touchscreen LCD colour display, offering immediate cycle selection and
e ecution he
litre odel eatures a wide cha ber, housed in the sa e co act ra e
o the
and
litre odels n this wa , the utura
is articularl suited to the edical
sector, allowing the accommodation of larger devices, in an environment with minimal space
re uire ents
he
lassic sterili er, sharing the sa e u to date solutions as those o
utura, has been designed to ake work easier
b o ti i ing ti es and costs n atched ualit and technolog ensure sa et and reliabilit
oth
utura and
lassic
ro ide ull traceabilit o e er single sterili ation c cle and can be e ui ed with se eral de ices or auto atic water su l
www.mocom.it // infomocom@mocom.it

• XK 1016T - Mammography
A recently developed product is rotating anode mammography
ra tube, with s ecial bi angled target, or o ti al er or ances
with all techni ues
wo se arate ocal tracks, s all ocus on
and large ocus
on
, o ti al resolution er or ances
• Reduced thermal stress on the bearings improves tube life
duration
• Severe tests during conditioning assure best performances
• Compact light weight structure
www.iae.it // iaexray@iae.it
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FOCUS
Focus on Latin America

focus on

Latin
Latin America and the Caribbean have led the developing world in shared prosperity achievements in the last decade,
and have seen impressive poverty reduction successes, driven by growth, labor incomes and effective safety net programs.
The middle class has expanded and the socioeconomic makeup of the region has transformed as a result.
As the region now faces an economic slowdown and stagnating inequality,
understanding what helped drive these gains becomes particularly valuable.
Author:

ichela dinolfi
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FOCUS
Focus on Latin America

Bolivia
In the last decade, Bolivia’s economy has expanded
by over 5% a year on average, one of the highest
rates in the Latin American region and the highest in
the country’s recent history over the past 35 years.
In 2015, growth is expected to remain around 5%,
a very favourable statistic compared to the regional
average that places Bolivia at the third place.
Despite the fact that Bolivia is still one of the poorest countries in the South American continent,
since 2006 poverty has been reduced by 25% and
extreme poverty by 43%. According to Alicia Barcena, head of the Economic Commission on Latin
America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), Bolivia has
implemented an important policy for redistributing
revenue, improving minimum wages (87.7% increase
from 2005 to 2014) and carrying on social programs
for poverty reduction.
Ten years ago a referendum vote indicated public
support for an increased state control over the hydrocarbons sector, and in May 2006, newly-elected
president Evo Morales renationalized Bolivia’s oil and
gas industries ccording to o ficial data, the nationalisation of about 20 companies has given the Bolivian
government control over around 38% of the country’s economy.

FOCUS ON

Latin
America

Cover Photo

Maya Temple At
Palenque, Chipas,
Mexico.
Nikada /
shutterstock

The state control over key industries is a controversial issue for many international economic observers;
however, Mrs Barcena highlighted that this fact does
not alwa s i l a loss o e ficienc
ositi e signal
that international in estors confidence has not been
hit by such fears comes from the fact that Bolivia
attracted highest level of foreign direct investments,
as a percent of GDP, in South America in 2013, for a
total $2.03 billion compared to $1.3 billion in 2008.
Foreign investments account for about 6.7% of GDP,
that is estimated to reach $32 billion in 2014, a fourfold increase since 8 years ago.
The increased tax revenue and the buildup of reserves (currently more than 48% of GDP), left Bolivia
room for developing macroeconomic policies without borrowing from the IMF and use these resources
to increase public investment spending. Over the last
8 years, total public investment as a percentage of
GDP has doubled and it will amount to $6 million
this year, partly to offset the slowdown in private investment that decelerated by 13% in 2015 to $1.7
billion, compared with a 36% jump to $1.5 billion in
2014 from the previous year.

In particular, public spending on health, education,
pensions and poverty alleviation programs rose by
45% in real terms, but did not fully keep up with
overall growth in the economy.
Such impressive progresses, however, cannot leave
in shadow the many unsolved issues that Bolivia is
acing ccording to the non rofit association ordaid, in fact, with over 60% of the population living in
the cities (over one million in Santa Cruz), “women,
young people and migrants in the urban slums have
insu ficient access to education and e lo ent,
and they often lack basic services such as housing
and sanitation”. In these contexts, the impact of social rogra s is still too li ited and hasn t et significantly tackled the marginalisation of poorest urban
slum dwellers.
ealt rofile The economic progress still has to
develop its effects on the overall health of the population and on the access to healthcare services. According to the WHO, reporting data from the Ministry of Health and Sports of Bolivia, the country
has about 5,674 inhabitants that are victims of social
exclusion in health. The poorest 10% of the population receives 4% of the national income, while the
richest 10% receives 47.2%. The decentralization of
fiscal resources to unici alities and go ernorshi s
has resulted in a fragmented system that is in urgent
need of reforms.
According to the New State Constitution, adopted
in 2009, the Right to Health and the Right to Health
Care are to be guaranteed for all Bolivian citizens.

Ecuador
From a peak of 7.9% growth in 2011, Ecuador’s
economy maintained positive growth rates of 5.2%
and 4.6%. As reported by the International Business
Times, the country’s growth rate since 2000 has
been
, second onl to eru
uring the first
quarter of 2014 this strength has maintained with an
annual GDP growth of 4.9%.
With a favourable debt-to-GDP ratio at 24%, the
government has focused its macroeconomic interventions on a double priority of eradicating poverty
and diversify the country’s productive structure to
generate a sustainable economy oriented towards
knowledge and innovation.
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As regards the parametres related to inclusiveness of
economic growth, Ecuador scored quite well among
its neighbors. According to the World Bank, between
2006 and June 2014, poverty measured by income
(using the national poverty line) decreased from
37.6% to 24.5% and extreme poverty was reduced
from 16.9% to 8%.
Inequality has also been reduced at a faster pace
than the regional a erage, as testified b the ini s
coe ficient decrease ro
to
between
and June 2014. Over the 2000s decade, the income
of the poorest 40% of the population increased in
8.8%, compared with the average 5,8% of the countr , showing that econo ic growth benefited the
poorer groups comparatively more than the others.
As usual, the positive outcomes go hand in hand with
shortcomings that have yet to be solved. Poverty levels in rural areas remain high and the dependency
not only of the trade balance but of the public investent financing the oil sector a bring so e risks i
the di ersification e orts are not ut into e ect in a
short term.
ealt rofile As outlined in a recent study by Dana
Rasch and Krista Bywater, the predominance of neoliberal, biomedical-based models of care led to years
of disinvestment in the public healthcare system of
Ecuador. As a result, healthcare became unaccessible
and costly for the majority of Ecuadoreans. In 2006,
the government changed policy and shifted to a public-led system increasing funding for the Ministry of
Health ($1.6 billion in 2011).
The increased budget has been used to expand
infrastructure in order to boost access to health
services, building public hospitals and recruiting physicians. The MoH has focused not only on the immediate healthcare issues but also on the negative environmental conditions that create a basis for diseases’
spreading. The measures taken by the government
include both physical interventions, such as the installation of sewage systems and programs in disadvantaged communities that face serious health issues
linked to poverty and marginalisation. The increased
funding and the attention on social determinants of
disease has expanded access to health services from
16 million patients treated in 2006 to 38 million in
2012. Infant mortality rate and children anemia are
also decreasing at a rapid pace.

Mexico
Mexico’s economy has been facing the consequences
of a weak currency and low oil prices that reduced
government revenues, so that in 2014 the economy
grew below expectations by slightly more than 2%.
Growth for 2015 is estimated around 3.5%, but the
outlook is still uncertain due to weaker household
s ending and consu er confidence he countr is
closely tied to the USA and has an export-driven
economy (exports account for a third of GDP),
therefore, the recovery of the US economy will benefit e ico as well

focus

Along this path, public spending increased from 21%
of the GDP in 2006 to 44% in 2013, with the largest
budget share allocated for investment programs in
energy, infrastructure, and transportation, as well as
in social sectors.

According to the World Bank, between 2000 and
2010, 17% of the Mexican population has joined the
middle income ranks. Despite the persisting security
problems and political unrest, from an economic
point of view, Mexico is stable and its fundamentals
are solid, with a macroeconomic management that
allowed the countr to deal with financial olatility and changing investor sentiment without mayor
liquidity pressures or the need for public intervention”.
ealt rofile The general health status of the Mexican population has improved from several programs
aimed at making health services accessible to almost
the whole population.
In 2003 was created a national low-cost insurance
program known as “Seguro Popular”, providing 49
million Mexicans, many of them working in the informal sector, with healthcare coverage that was previously impossible to obtain.
However, the public system often experiences poor
quality and long waiting times, leading a consistent
number of patients to seek private treatment, increasing their out-of-pocket expenses. The Economist Intelligence Unit recently estimated that about
45% of all health spending in Mexico (and over 90%
of private healthcare spending) is paid directly by the
patient at the point of delivery. Even more striking,
out-of pocket expenses on drugs account for 83%
of total drug expenditures, compared with 65% in
China and 35% in the United States. For poorer individuals who cannot afford to pay the medical fees
or drugs, the choice remains limited between lower
quality care or no treatment at all, and this creates
wide inequalities in access to healthcare among the
different income groups.

MEXICO
The increased
budget has been
used to expand
infrastructure
in order to boost
access to health
services,
building public
hospitals
and recruiting
physicians.
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Basic Statistics
Mexico
Statistics
Total population (2013)
Gross national income per capita (PPP international $, 2013)
Life expectancy at birth m/f (years, 2012)
robabilit o d ing under fi e er
li e births,
Probability of dying between 15 and 60 years m/f (per 1 000 population, 2012)
Total expenditure on health per capita (Intl $, 2012)
Total expenditure on health as % of GDP (2012)

122,332,000
16,110
73/79
not a ailable
177/90
1,062
6.2

Ecuador
Statistics
Total population (2013)
Gross national income per capita (PPP international $, 2013)
Life expectancy at birth m/f (years, 2012)
robabilit o d ing under fi e er
li e births,
Probability of dying between 15 and 60 years m/f (per 1 000 population, 2012)
Total expenditure on health per capita (Intl $, 2012)
Total expenditure on health as % of GDP (2012)

15,738,000
10,310
73/78
not a ailable
159/87
652
6.4

Peru
Statistics
Total population (2013)
Gross national income per capita (PPP international $, 2013)
Life expectancy at birth m/f (years, 2012)
robabilit o d ing under fi e er
li e births,
Probability of dying between 15 and 60 years m/f (per 1 000 population, 2012)
Total expenditure on health per capita (Intl $, 2012)
Total expenditure on health as % of GDP (2012)

Latin

30,376,000
11,360
75/79
not a ailable
118/91
555
5.1

Paraguay
Statistics
Total population (2013)
Gross national income per capita (PPP international $, 2013)
Life expectancy at birth m/f (years, 2012)
robabilit o d ing under fi e er
li e births,
Probability of dying between 15 and 60 years m/f (per 1 000 population, 2012)
Total expenditure on health per capita (Intl $, 2012)
Total expenditure on health as % of GDP (2012)

6,802,000
7,640
72/78
not a ailable
178/97
633
10.3

Uruguay
Statistics
Total population (2013)
Gross national income per capita (PPP international $, 2013)
Life expectancy at birth m/f (years, 2012)
robabilit o d ing under fi e er
li e births,
Probability of dying between 15 and 60 years m/f (per 1 000 population, 2012)
Total expenditure on health per capita (Intl $, 2012)
Total expenditure on health as % of GDP (2012)

3,407,000
18,930
73/81
not a ailable
149/79
1,438
Source
9.01
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ABOUT PAHO

The Pan American Health
Organization (PAHO), founded in
1902, is the world’s oldest
international public health agency.
It provides technical cooperation and
mobilizes partnerships to improve
health and quality of life in the countries of the Americas.

Regional Health Observatory
In lower middle income countries of the Americas, about 53% of deaths occurred before the age of 70 years old. In the Region of the Americas approximately 44% of total
deaths occurred before the age of 70 years old. In lower and upper middle income
countries about 52% of deaths occured before that age compared with 35% in high
income countries, an excess of 17% of deaths. The interactive data visualization below
shows the proportion of total deahts by under and above 70 years old, sex, income
group of countries and causes of death.

focus

Focus on Latin America

In the whole region, 77% of deaths are due to Chronic-Non Communicable Diseases,
having cardiovascular diseases as responsible for the larger proportion of non communicable disease deaths with 40% of deaths, followed by malignant neoplasms (25%),
chronic respiratory diseases (8%), diabetes (6%), digestives diseases (6%) and 15% of
deaths in the rest of non communicable diseases.
From the 44% of deaths under age 70, Non communicable diseases were responsible
for 65% of deaths having cardiovascular diseases and malignant neoplasms as responsible for the largest proportion of death (32% each one), followed by digestive diseases
(9%), diabetes mellitus (7%), respiratory diseases (6%) and having 13% of deaths in
other chronic non communicable diseases.
Source Pan American Health Organization (PAHO)

LIFE EXPECTANCY

DEATHS

75 years

13%

is the average life expectancy at birth
of the Americas’ population in 2009

of deaths in the Americas are due
to Ischemic Heart Diseases
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An additional burden on the healthcare system is
given by the changing demographic and epidemiological patterns. Despite the young population with
a 30% share of children under 14, the elderly group
is expected to grow fast and by 2016, 7.5% of the
population will be 65 years or older.
Obesity is becoming a major issue for about a third
of the population, due to lifestyles and food habits,
and diabetes is expanding at three times the rate
of population growth (according to the Federacion
Mexicana de Diabetes, INEGI). Cancer, heart diseases, high cholesterol and hypertension, all chronic diseases common in developed countries, are all posing
a rising threat to the health of the population and
weighing on the health system. Currently, more than
half the public healthcare funds are spent on noncommunicable diseases, with about 20% focused just
on diabetes.

Paraguay
Paraguay is endowed with many natural resources
and an important production of clean energy due to
the abundant reserve of fresh water formed by the
Guaranì acquifer. Agriculture and livestock production are the core economic acrivities, and soy and
beef alone account for about 40% of the total exports.
Titanium, iron ore and recently discovered oil reserves also created new possibilities for the mineral
sector. Despite the economy is very open, the greographic isolation and poor transportation infrastructure creates di ficulties in e anding the industrial
network.

In order to face the challenge, the government’s National Development Plan for 2013-2018 established
a series of initiatives to allow access to any facilities
irrespective of what healthcare provider or insurance system they belong or are contracted to.

In the last decade, Paraguay progressed major social
reforms such as free access to primary health care
and basic education, and the expansion of conditional
cash transfer programs with impact on the most vulnerable populations. Nevertheless, of the 6.8 million
inhabitants, around a quarter of the population live
in poverty, one of the highest rates in Latin America.
GDP growth is estimated at 4.5% to 5% for 2014,
and almost no variation is expected for 2015.

Moreover, Mexico needs to increase its healthcare
workforce and infrastructure: in comparison with
OECD average, it has 2-3 times fewer specialists
considering its e ide iological rofile, and it onl
counts 16 hospital beds per 10,000 people, compared with 41 for Argentina and 24 for Brazil.

It is important to note that the Paraguayan legislation
protects strategic investments and the government
is favouring projects that target the unpopulated,
une loited regions that are unfit or agricultural or
farming activities, due to the presence of mineral resources.

Inequalities among the different systems also impact
on the availability of care: for instance, the Pemex
system spends almost 9 times as much per capita as
the Seguro Popular.

The European Commission will provide a total of
€168 million of development cooperation support to Paraguay in the period 2014-2020 to improve education, enhance business environment
and strengthen the social protection system and the
democratic institutions.

On the other hand, richer states such as the Federal District register 6 times more specialists and 3
times more hospital beds than poorer states such as
Chiapas.
he orld ank is financing so e inter entions to
enhance the Mexican healthcare infrasturcture: As
reported by the Economist Intelligence Unit, Hospitaria recently built a 50-bed “green” hospital north
of Monterrey that caters to low- and middle-income
families.
More small and mid-sized hospitals (50-100 beds)
are being built and integrated into the Mexican
Hospital Consortium (CMH), which is developing a
platform to promote the joint purchase of medical
equipment and medicines.

€85 million will be allocated to support the implementation of the national educational policy; €20
million will go to private sector development, to create a competitive private sector by supporting SMEs
with high potential to export.
€84 million will be devoted to social protection and
target extreme poverty reduction, contributing to
expand the access to basic public services (health,
education, justice) and employment opportunities,
and to strengthen the quality of public service delivery.
€10 million will be used to promote democracy, participation and institutional strengthening.
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ealt rofile
In Paraguay there is a mixed health system made up
o stratified subs ste s, roughl corres onding to
the socioeconomic classes. Public sector provision is
dominated by the Ministry of Health and the Social
Insurance Institute (IPS), a half public - half private
institution financed b e lo ee and e lo er a roll contributions, currently covering about 15-20%
of the population.

lack of infrastructure and incentives to work in rural areas, 70% are concentrated in the area around
Asunción where 30% of the population lives.
Moreover, there is an unbalanced density of 2 physicians for every nurse. Other issues include health
worker migration, inadequate training for the needs
of the primary health care system and weak regulation and control of professionals in private sector
institutions.

In total, around 95% of the population has access to
public healthcare provided by the MoH and IPS, 75%
of which is not covered by any insurance (private or
public). The MoH runs 1,028 health centres, 354 of
which also offer inpatient care, while the IPS has 78
health centres, and 41 are inpatient centres.

Peru

he ri ate, or rofit sector ro ides healthcare to
7% of the population, and its facilities are mostly located in the urban areas of Asunción, Central and
the other larger cities.
Expenditure on health is 7% of GDP, with private
spending accounting for about 57% of the share.
Out-of-pocket expenditure represents 85% of private health spending, and within these direct payents,
are or drugs his re ects a lack o e fective protection for poorer households that spend
proportionately more on health directly out of their
income.
Life expenctancy is 72 years, two years less than the
Latin American average.
es ite the in ant ortalit rate was significantl
reduced from 30 to 15.4 for 1,000 live births between 1990 and 2009, the maternal mortality rate
actually increased in the same period to 150.1 for
100,000 live births in 1990 to 125.3 in 2009. This
shows a shortcoming in maternal care that has been
targeted by the government’s implementation of a
new primary healthcare system implemented from
2008 to 2011. During this period, 704 Family Health
Units (USF) were installed in 234 districts, starting
from those with the highest poverty rate, for a total
populatoin of 2.46 million. These units, staffed with a
doctor and two nurses, provide primary healthcare
services to a basin of 3,500-5,000 people, especially
focusing on rural inhabitants.
Government efforts to increase the availability of
health services to the population have increased in
the last ew ears, reaching a figure o
health
workers per 10,000 population as a national average, but they are very unequally distributed: due to

With a population of 30.3 million, Peru is the 7th
largest Latin American economy, and one of the best
er or ing during the last fi e ears nl in
growth slowed down to 2.4% from 5.8% registered
in 2013, due to weaker demand and low prices for
commodity exports and internally, to lower investments and private consumption. The government is
undertaking large public-private infrastructure projects, co financed through the genc or ro otion
of Private Investment (ProInversion), including:
• the Peruvian National Fiber Backbone project,
aimed to connect rural villages to broadband services;
• construction of 54 schools (42 in Lima);
• construction and maintenance of general hospital
services at Cayetano Heredia Hospital Huaycan, Hipolito Unanue, and Sergio Bernales hospital.
• solid waste management in health facilities of the
Metropolitan of Lima;
• construction of the Center for Radiation, a comprehensive provision of clinical pathology in Lima,
and the construction of the National School of Public Health;
• improving the transportation system through the
Peripheral Ring Road, Highway Tarma-La Merced,
and the Central Economic Corridor.
Currently, nearly 60% of GDP comes from the serices sector, ri aril teleco
unications and financial services that account for nearly 40% of GDP.
Industry follows at 35% of GDP, and its recent modernization has created more employment. In the last
few years domestic demand has been the main driver of growth, sustained by a series of budget surpluses originating ro fiscal consolidation, that allowed
for productive public expenditures. The combination
of natural resources, economic modernisation and
political stability helped Peru emerging as one of the
most stable economies in Latin America.

PERU

focus
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Peru has opened
new markets
through several
bilateral and
multilateral trade
agreements,
starting from joining
MERCOSUR in 2005

PARAGUAY
The private,
for-profit sector
provides healthcare
to 7% of the
population, and its
facilities are mostly
located in the urban
areas of Asunción,
Central and the
other larger cities.
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As regards foreign trade, Peru is an exporter of commodity goods and an importer of industrial goods,
which exposes it to price volatility. However, Peru has
opened new markets through several bilateral and
multilateral trade agreements, starting from joining
MERCOSUR in 2005, and it signed bilateral treaties
with other Latin American and Caribbean economies.
In addition, the United States-Peru Trade Promotion
Agreement (PTPA) has been operative since 2009.

URUGUAY
The public sector has
been decongestioned
and the pressure on
budget diminished;
the gap between
the ability to access
health services
among the different
socio-economic strata
has narrowed.

ealt rofile According to the WHO, Peru’s recent
good economic performance was fruitfully used to
increase targeted social spending and programs, resulting in a marked improvement in key health indicators:
• reduction in extreme poverty from 23% to 12.6%
(1991-2008);
• reduction of infant mortality from 53 per 1,000 live
births to 17 per 100 live births (1993-2010);
• reduction in chronic malnutrition from 26.5% to
17.9% NCHS (1999 – 2010).
Peru has a decentralized health care system administered by:
1. Ministry of Health (MINSA), which provides health
services for 60% of the population;
2. EsSalud, which provides for 30% of the population
3. The Armed Forces (FFAA), National Police (PNP),
and the private sector together provide services to
the remaining 10%.
The presence of multiple providers of services and
insurance creates a high degree of overlap and little coordination, with health professionals working
across different subsectors at the same time.
The migration of health workers to foreign countries
did not impact on their general increase in the country, but there was also an increased need for specialists due to the implementation of universal health
insurance and associated policies.
In Peru as well as in the other Latin American countries, inequitable geographic distribution of health
workers remains one of the main challenges to
reach the universal coverage. Lima and the coastal
areas have the highest densities of health workers,
while the areas of Piura, Lambayeque and Loreto
have the lowest. Since the implementation of the
SERUMS plan to distribute and retain health workers in remote areas, these differences have begun to
decrease.

ther issues re ain the low ublic financing o
healthcare, the persistence and increased risk of both
communicable and non-communicable chronic diseases, adolescent pregnancy and high prevalence of
MDR tuberculosis and TB, concentrated in Lima and
Callao.

Uruguay
The Economic Commission for Latin America and
the Caribbean (CEPAL) reported a 6.5% poverty
rate in Uruguay for 2011, the lowest rate in the region. Uruguay is also known as the “Netherlands of
Latin America” due to its liberal, consolidated democratic system and stable economy.
In fact, the Uruguayan economy hasn’t fallen into recession for 12 years now, if the IMF’s prediction of
growth in
is confir ed his figure would
mark a slowdown compared to the 4.4% expansion
in 2013, but considering the average annual growth
rate of 6% registered between 2005 and 2013, and
the GDP’s record high of almost US$50,000 million,
that cannot be questioned.
he in estors confidence is confir ed b rugua s
rank as the country with the third-highest foreign direct in est ent
in ow in outh
erica
in terms of GDP).
This is also due to a legislation (Law No. 16,906
on Investment Promotion and Protection enacted
in 1998) that guarantees to foreign investment the
same treatment as national investment.
Against such positive background, there are some
contingent risks gi en b high in ation
and rising (although still low) unemployment at 6.4%
ealth rofile rugua is clai ed to ha e one o the
best functioning welfare systems around the world. It
is based on a National Integrated Healthcare System
(SNIS) that uses both public and private providers.
They include:
• Public providers funded by the govermnet (ASSE
- Administración de Servicios de Salud del Estado)
and accessible through public health insurance (Seguro Nacional de Salud - SNS);
ri ate, not or rofit institutions, ainl
edical
cooperatives or “mutualistas” (IAMC - Instituciones
de Asistencia Médica Colectiva);
• Private insurances (Seguros Privados Integrales)
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The results are generally positive: the public sector has been
decongestioned and the pressure on budget diminished; the gap
between the ability to access health services among the different socio-economic strata has narrowed, and all income groups
have increased the share of people covered by a public or private insurance.
Sources
Bolivia
http://www.globalresearch.ca/bolivias-economy-under-evo-morales-in10-graphs/5411205
http://www.who.int/countries/bol/en/
http://www.whiteband.org/it/news/bolivia-universal-health-care
https://www.cordaid.org/en/countries/bolivia/

Ecuador
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/ecuador/overview
http://www.ibtimes.com/ecuador-growing-faster-brazil-what-behind-its-boomingeconomy-1291057
http://www.who.int/countryfocus/cooperation_strategy/ccsbrief_ecu_en.pdf
Mexico
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/mexico/overview
http://www.mckinsey.com.br/LatAm4/Data/Perspectives_on_Healthcare_in_Latin_
America.pdf
p //me ico. s o .or /si es/me ico. s o .or /fi es/
e ico e c re
proof-3.pdf
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The State Health Services Administration (ASSE) serves about
a third of the population and the related agencies (such as the
Armed Forces, Police, etc) serve 7.2%. The IAMC (“Mutualistas” or “Cooperativas” provide healthcare to about 47% of the
population through private health insurance plans. The public
health insurance can also be replaced with direct subscription
to a s ecific utualista through onthl fi ed ees lus s all
co-payments).
ith this s ste ,
o o ulation is a filiated to a healthcare
provider, either the IAMC, ASSE or private insurer.

Paraguay
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/paraguay/overview
http://www.who.int/workforcealliance/countries/pry/en/
http://www.cridlac.org/digitalizacion/pdf/spa/doc19134/doc19134-contenido.pdf
Peru
http://www.focus-economics.com/countries/peru
p //www.per iswee .com/news per o ernmen o co fin nce
infr s r cture-projects-104988
http://www.who.int/countryfocus/cooperation_strategy/ccsbrief_per_en.pdf?ua=1
Uruguay
http://www.focus-economics.com/countries/uruguay
http://www.cridlac.org/digitalizacion/pdf/spa/doc19134/doc19134-contenido.pdf
h t t p : / / w w w. p a h o . o r g / s a l u d e n l a s a m e r i c a s / i n d e x . p h p ? o p t i o n = c o m _
ocm n s
oc iew i
emi

Innovative design meeting ultimate safety
- High-tech aesthetics with no unsightly cables
- Anti-collision system and reduced thickness rails
Optimal operability
- Table commands with distinctive “light barrier”
- Touch Screen interface for immediate inputs
Superior versatility
- No patient limitation thanks to high weight capacity
- Electronic tomography with free selection of angle
Villa Sistemi Medicali Spa
Via delle Azalee, 3
Buccinasco (MI) - Italy
Tel. +39 02 48859.1
Fax +39 02 4881.844
www.villasm.com
vsminfo@villasm.com

Maximal configuration flexibility
- Available as analog or digital, with
wired or wireless detectors
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n a recent report, Espicom forecasts
Israel’s real GDP to grow by 3,2%
and 3.5% in 2014 and 2015, respectively. While exports are improving,
led by accelerating growth in the
eurozone and the US, the domestic
economic growth will remain sluggish, with private
consumption remaining at the same levels of GDP
growth during 2015 and government spending on
public services limited by austerity policies. Unemployment rate is expected to peak at 6.7% in 2014
and return to approximately the same average of
2013 during 2015 (6.5%).
Over the 2014-18 period, a moderation of austerity
policies combined with increasing exports and low
in ation are e ected to rise real
growth u
to 4%. Despite the Israeli economy is strong, some
risk factors remain the tense political climate, as negotiations with Palestine proved inconclusive so far,
and the lower-than-average performance in business
transparency, bureaucracy and legal diligence ratings
among the OECD countries.

Healthcare
Population healthcare status
According to the “Industry Report Healthcare Israel”,
health indicators in Israel are good, as life expectancy
(81.4 years in 2013) is the highest in the Middle East
region and the infant mortality rate (3.6 per 1,000
live births in 2013) is comparable with other develo ed econo ies e ertheless, there are significant
disparities between different communities.
The Arab community shows a prevalence of diseases
typical of developing economies, while the wealthier
groups are increasingly affected by obesity and other
lifestyle issues, such as diabetes and heart disease.
Moreover, birth abnormalities are more common in
certain low-income sectors of the population including
ultra-Orthodox Jewish and Arab populations.
Health system organisation
Israel has a universal healthcare system with generally high quality standards. The Ministry of Health
provides and co-ordinates health services, and it is
responsible for the health legislation and the maintenance of medical and drug quality standards. Patients
are entitled to choose their doctors, hospitals and
other medical services from a list of providers, in-

cluding the health ministry, the municipalities, private
rofit aking and non rofit bodies and the healthcare funds.

market overview

Economy

Public health services, operated by district and regional
health o fices, include dental care, en iron ental
health administration, epidemiology and laboratories,
food service, mother and child care, and health education.
A key advantage of the Israeli healthcare system is
the high standard of primary care, due to a prioritization policy carried out over the last two decades.
atients generall use ri ar health clinics as first
point of call and they are gatekeepers to hospitals
and specialist care. 24-hour hotlines, evening and
urgent care services and home visit services contribute to reduce the burden on the secondary and
tertiary care level. Moreover, information technology
platforms help patients suffering from chronic conditions to perform self-monitoring tasks and ensure
regular check-ups.
Among the major strengths of primary care in Israel,
there is the extensive range of data collected by
community health facilities on nearly the entire
population through electronic patient records based
on the s ecification o a ini u data set called
the Quality Indicators in Community Health Care
(QICH) programme. The QICH includes basic patient demographics and 35 measures across six key
areas, identifying some risk factors for poor health
(e.g. obesity), monitoring the quality of care being
delivered, tracking drug utilisation and measuring selected treatment outcomes.
Israel was also an early adopter of Health IT and
telemedicine, with almost 20-year implementation
e ertise t was one o the first countries to introduce electronic clinical decision support systems and
online indicators for medical and service quality. Currently, Electronic Medical Records (EMR) are used
by 99% of primary care physician in Israel, while
the use of Computerized Physician Order Entries
(CPOE) and E-Prescribing is estimated at 95%.
Another peculiar feature is the prevalence of healthcare teams over solo practitioners. Teamworking
has been actively encouraged by the healthcare institutions by promoting larger clinics with doctors
salaried by the managing health fund, and partly also
through financial incenti es or inde endent ractitioners to collaborate with healthcre teams. This is
a significant di erence ro other
countries
health systems where a large proportion of doctors
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continue to work as solo-practitioners. The average primary
care clinic in Israel is staffed by the equivalent of 3.4 general
practitioners, 2.6 nurses, 1.5 practice assistants and most have a
practice manager.
However, despite the strong focus on primary care, the overall occupancy rate in Israeli hospitals is 97%, the highest of all
OECD countries that report an average of 76%. On the other
hand, the average length of stay is 4.3 days, well below the
OECD average of 6.5 days.
Hospitals are divided into four main categories: general care
hospitals, psychiatric care hospitals, long-term (chronic) care facilities and rehabilitation units. In 2013, there were an estimated
374 hospitals in Israel, 188 managed by the public sector and
185 by the private sector. Israel has approximately 44,000 hospital beds, with a ratio of 5.7 per thousand population, much
higher than the Middle East and Africa average of 2.3; over half
of these beds, as well as most preventive health services, are
ro ided directl b the inistr o ealth and financed b the
state budget with around 25% of the total for general hospitals
and 50% for mental hospitals.
In 2013, there were around 1.4 million inpatient admissions to
Israeli hospitals, with an inpatient rate per thousand population
of 178.4, much higher than the 79.7 average for the Middle East
and Africa region in 2013.
In terms of ambulatory care, there were an estimated 35.3 million
outpatient visits in 2013. The outpatient rate per thousand population was again much higher than the Middle East and Africa
average (4,568.3 against 3,108.1 per thousand population).

Several hospitals are run by private associations with their own
health funds. The role of the private sector is expected to grow
along with the e orts to cut o erating deficits, ost likel b
turning an increasing nu ber o hos itals into financiall independent, privately-funded institutions in the future. Yet this measure, as well as the possibility for public hospitals to offer private
treatment, aren’t universally welcome. Moreover, both public
and private hospitals attract medical tourists particularly from
the US and Eastern Europe, but this caused some concerns that
high-paying foreign customers may be prioritised, thus diminishing the standards of care available for Israelis.
Health Insurance
Israel has a tax-funded national health insurance that provides
universal healthcare coverage. Israelis choose among four competing health insurance funds, which must offer insured people a
basic package of health services. In order to access these service,
all residents need to pay the health insurance tax (a progressive
contribution paid out of salary integrated by state funding) and
to register with one o the our non go ern ent, not or rofit
health maintenance organisations (HMOs) that provide medical
services. Each health fund receives a yearly per capita allocation
from the government, adjusted for age, gender and location of
the people insured. According to the OECD, the two largest
funds (Clalit and Maccabi) cover around 80% of the population.
The health funds may either run the cinics they own directly or
by contracting with independent providers and among the four
funds, Clalit runs the largest number of facilities.
The standardised healthcare package includes ambulatory care
and hospital services, but around 75% of the population adds a
supplementary insurance from one of the four health insurance
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funds to cover services outside the basic package.
The government is tyring to guarantee equitable access to healthcare, for instance it has lately extended
the insurance basket to 83 medicines and medical
technologies, at a total cost of US$86.8 million. Yet,
about one third of the population buys commercial health insurance to cover extra services such as
dental care, ancillary services, and to choose their
private provider. A further two-thirds of the population also purchases commercial insurance for longterm care.
Healthcare funds accounted for only around 33% of
total health services in 2012 (compared with 43% in
2003), with private doctors, dentists and other private medical entities and market producers providing
, and arious non rofit institutions accounting
for a further 11%.
Healthcare Spending
Unlike most OECD countries that have been facing
rapidly rising healthcare costs, Israel’s healthcare
spending has remained among the lowest until recent times, at about 7.6% of GDP in 2013, equal
to US$20.4 billion or US$2,636 per capita (Espicom
estimate).

Around 64% of this amount is spent in the public
sector, while the remaining 36% is private (a slight
decrease from 2012, when it accounted for 38.3%
of total health spending according to the WHO). Of
this share, out-of-pocket payments made up 65.3%,
while private health insurance accounted for 26.5%.
Private spending mostly covers dental care (although
children are supposed to receive it for free), co-payments on medications and the cost of supplementary
insurance.
With an estimated average population growth of
1.7% a year, per capita health spending is forecast
to reach US$3,759 by 2018. This means an average
total health expenditure growth of 9% in US dollar
term.
ressing issue or sraeli s healthcare financing is the
increasing deficit o the health unds, which a ounted to US$570 million in 2012, a 50% increase on the
re ious ear urther financial ressure is e ected
in the near future due to the extension of healthcare
coverage to thousands of Palestinians living in Israel
under a il unification arrange ents, and to the
rising elderly population and incidence of chronic
diseases, requiring to add more treatments to the
insurance package.
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Healthcare Personnel

eep-rooted
ine ualities
he su stantial
ine ualities etween
the ewish and
non- ewish
population, which
also includes the
poorest roups, are
enerall the
result of
interconnected
eo raphic,
socio-economic
and ethnic factors

In 2013, there were an estimated 23,930 physicians
in Israel, with a ratio of 3.1 per thousand population.
This rate is twice the Middle East and Africa average
(1.5 in 2013), and it compares well with other developed countries (3.5 per 1,000). The high number of
doctors and dentists artl re ects the i
igration o
physicians from the former Soviet Union during the
1990s. However, as these doctors reach the retirement
age, there may be a potential shortage of medical
ro essionals his is also confir ed b
s estimate of 70% of Israel’s licensed physicians and nearly
60% of nurses beign aged over 45.
Israel used to rank quite low in terms of young graduates (4.99 per 100,000 population, compared with
an OECD average of 10.6) and nurses (4.8 nurses
per 1,000 people, compared to the European average of 8.8).
es ite the e orts to i ro e these figures are
commendable, the government needs to support
healthcare personnel employment in primary care
settings rather than in hospitals or specialised care,
while at the same time introducing stronger measures for continuing professional development to
guarantee that the skills of the older medical workforce remain current.

For instance, around 55% of nurses have at least a
first degree, and one fi th o these also ha e a higher
degree. The government is making efforts to promote further academic training, but they should be
compensated by policies aimed at guaranteeing a
su ficient nu ber o nurses in co
unit and rimary care facilities, particularly in disadvantaged areas,
to prevent the deepening of health inequalities.
Health system issues and challenges
• Deep-rooted inequalities. The substantial inequalities between the Jewish and non-Jewish population,
which also includes the poorest groups, are generally
the result of interconnected geographic, socio-econo ic and ethnic actors here ore it is di ficult to
tackle the related health outcomes without intervening on the roots of the issue.
The Arab population, concentrated in the northern
and southern parts of the country, is the largest nonJewish group in Israel, and generally poorer than
the ewish o ulation his re ects in oorer health
outcomes: lower life expectancy and higher infant
mortality rates, as well as in higher probability to suffer
from diabetes, hypertension, heart attacks and strokes.

PHOTO
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Mountain.
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Even within the Jewish population there are great disparities,
with mortality for Jews born in Asia, Africa and Europe up to
70% higher than among Israeli-born Jews, and pockets of poverty
concentrated among Ultra-Orthodox Jews, who often also have
distinctive health behaviours.
• Uneven distribution of health resources. The different density
of health workers may be taken as an instance of the different
availability of health services across the country: Jerusalem and
Tel Aviv have 16.4 and 18.4 health care staff per 1,000 workers,
compared to 11.2 and 10.0 in the North and the South respectively. Combined with the lower economic status, peripheral
areas experience higher unmet demand for health services and
lower resources o fill this ga , the go ern ent has introduced a
“remoteness factor” into the formula for allocating public health
insurance funds to the four funds, aimed at rewarding health
funds with population living in more remote areas. Some further
actions include the establishment of a new medical school in
Galilee (North) and efforts to increase the number of hospital beds in peripheral regions, as well as incentives to promote
health programs among disadvantaged populations and to attract
health personnel in these areas.
• Rising out-of-pocket costs. Israel is one of the OECD countries with the highest out-of-pocket expenditure as a share of
household consumption. Lower incomes are much more affected
by this trend which may prevent families from seeking even
necessary treatments, impacting on long-term health outcomes.
Areas of intervention may be the extension of the insurance
basket and preventative services for households in higher need,
at the same time avoiding to increase co-payments for essential
health services.

In 2011 life sciences exports reached US$8.9 billion, an increase
of 10% over 2010. The total value of the industry was estimated
at US$327 billion in 2013 and it is forecasted to reach US$434
billion in 2017. Medical devices account for the largest share of
the industry (62%) followed by Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals (both 12%) and Healthcare IT and Life Sciences services
(both 7%).

The Medical Device Market
Highlights
• Healthcare expenditure estimated at US$2,687 per capita in
2013 and 7.8% of GDP.
• Population estimated at 7.7mn in 2013, with a rapidly growing
elderly demographic contributing to rising healthcare costs and
the burden of non-communicable diseases.
• In 2013, Israel had 374 hospitals, and a ratio of 5.7 hospital
beds and 3.1 doctors per 1,000 population;
• Second largest medical device market in the region, with a
strong and advanced local industry but mainly export-oriented;
• 83% of the market still supplied by imports.
According to a recent Espicom report, Israel has the highest
rate of registered medical device patents per capita in the world,
with cutting-edge innovations that have already been adopted
worldwide and some others that are still undergoing clinical trials.
Israel is the second largest medical device market in the Middle
East region after Saudi Arabia, estimated at US$1,099.4 million,
or US$141 per capita.
The market is expected to expand by around 7% annually over
the next three years, reaching US$1,570.9 million, or US$186
per capita by 2018.

Life Sciences Industry
srael has achie ed significant, internationall renown results in
scientific research, edical de ice and bio har a atents, ste
cell research and therapeutics, with a rich pipeline of R&D companies and multinationals such as Johnson & Johnson, Perrigo, GE
Healthcare, Phillips Medical, Abbott Laboratories, Merck Serono
and anofi urther ore, the technological incubator network,
with more than 20 incubators throughout the country hosting
up to 15 companies each, has proved to be an effective tool
for encouraging research and development in the life sciences,
providing start-ips with secretarial, legal and business development services. The incubator provides funding of approximately
,
or the first
ears o the li e o the co an ,
helping it overcome the highest risk phase and scarce private
funding. The program has been active since the early 1990s and
1000 companies had already graduated by 2012. They have
reached the stage of independent, external funding and around
one-third of them have already begun to generate revenue.

The country has a strong medical device production, estimated
at around US$2 billion in 2012. The domestic manufacturing industry is mainly export-oriented, with US$1,738.1 million exported in
2012 (+3.7% compared to 2011), half to the USA and the rest
mainly to Germany and China. Given the isolation of Israel from
the neighbouring Arab countries, trade with the EU and the
USA plays a dominant role in virtually all industry sectors.
The USA and Germany are not only leading export destinations,
but also leading suppliers of imports to Israel, who is heavily dependent on imports to supply over 80% of the market: in 2012,
they accounted respectively for 31% and 10% of total imports,
for a combined total of US$328.2 million. Other key suppliers
included China, Japan and
Switzerland, while the European Union as a whole supplied a
third of the total at a value of US$268.5 million. High-end products,
especially electromedical and diagnostic imaging apparatus, account for the largest import share in value terms.
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Sector
Diagnostic Imaging

Market size, Us$ mn

Market Share, %

332,5

30,2

Main supplier

Electrodiagnostic prod.

134,7

USA, China

Imaging parts/access.

148,1

EU, USA

Radiation apparatus

49,7

USA, Germany

Other medical devices

284,8

Consumables

25,9

USA, EU

18

Dental Products

77,3

7

Instruments and supplies

70,6

EU

Drills, chairs, x-ray

6,7

USA, Japan, China, Germany

Orthopaedics and prosthetics
r ifici

o

p rs

r ifici

oin s n

Patient Aids

50,1

market overview

Medical device market by product sector, 2013

4,6

USA, Germany

27
11,3
156,7

14,3

hearing aids/pacemakers

112,5

USA, Switzerland

therapeutic appliances

44,2

China, Usa
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Medical Device Imports
In 2012, imports grew by 2.7% to US$ 798.2 million, while in
the 12 months ending June 2013, the value of medical device
imports climbed by 3.7% to stand at US $828.4 millioin. This
Sector

growth was fuelled by strong growth in both the consumables
and diagnostic imaging categories. The pace of growth accelerated in the three months ending June 2013, when the value
of medical devices stood at US$225.5 million, with a 16.6% increase on the same three month period in 2012.

Import value, Us$ mn

Share of total imports, %

159,3

20

Consumables
syringes/needles/catheters

113

Diagnostic Imaging

235,4

electrodiagnostic apparatus

29,5

106,5

radiation apparatus

28,7

imaging parts & accessories

100,3

Dental Products

50

capital equipment

6,3

5,1

instruments & supplies

45

Orthopaedics and Prosthetics

41,3

5,2

Patient Aids

132,7

16,6

por

e i s

98,5

therapeutic appliances

34,2

Other Medical Devices

179,4

hospital forniture

14,9

ophthalmic instruments

13,4

Medical Device Exports
In 2012, after a slowdonwn period following 2009 crisi, medical
exports grew again to total US$1,738.1 million. Between 2007
and 2012, export sales had a CAGR of 5.2%. In the 12 months
Sector
Consumables
syringes/needles/catheters

22,5

ending June 2013, the value of medical device exports climbed
to US$1,768 million, a 2.5% increase on the same 12 month
period ending in June 2012. Diagnostic imaging and patient aids
were the only two categories to post a decline.

Import value, Us$ mn

Share of total imports, %
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Sources:
Espicom, Israel Medical Devices Report Q2 2014
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A K.P.I. analysis for the Health Technology Management in hospital.
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e art ent o lectronics and eleco
unications, ni ersit o lorence, tal
^ - University Hospital “Maggiore della Carità” – Novara, Italy
Introduction
Technology innovation has provided real advances in healthcare
during these last years with the consequent proliferation of
technology in healthcare. Hospitals equipment complexity has
reached higher levels of management expenditure in spite of
limited economic resources[1]. Therefore, it is necessary to rationalize the acquisition of new technologies considering many
factors related to the devices. Additionally, optimization of maintenance costs, devices usage, and risk management is necessary.
For this reason, the equipment planning decision-makers in hosital need new ethods or e ficient and a ro riate anal sis o
health-care technology by reducing the replacement and management costs.
Furthermore, the Health Technology Management is strongly
depending on the hospital area where the device is used such
as the presence of patient or not, on single hospital resources
and on “clinical needs” given by the necessity to compete with
other local health structures in technological innovation.
Indeed, this study aims to propose a methodology which takes
into consideration all these aspects through the analysis of accessible databases by using a set of Key Performance Indicators
(KPI) in order to provide safety and technical information for
equipment replacement and management[2]. Appropriate KPI
are necessary in order to evaluate as well as technical, usability
and economic aspects related to the medical devices with a sustainable methodology for a complete hospital based technology
management.
Method
The set data is obtained from the large Italian hospital which includes all the maintenance data of 15,000 medical devices from
2000 to 2007. Only data from purchased devices has been considered in order to have a complete and homogeneous data deriving from the same management and maintenance protocols.
According to different health structures’ needs, the proposal for
a general technology management method is essential in order
to define the ost a ro riate and objecti e
s or a uantitative evaluation of safety, usage, reliability and costs of medical
equipment management and acquisition.
A “3-step” methodology has been developed for the analysis
concerning the data organi ation , the edical de ices classification’ and the ‘KPI analysis’.
Data organization
he first ste has been to gather all edical de ices under homogeneous classes of technology to allow comparisons among

di erent odel e ui ent and organi ations talian lassification of Medical Devices code ‘CIVAB’ has been followed for categorization. Possible conversions are feasible to pass from CIVAB
to
classification lobal edical e ice o enclature
or to the
classification o the
ergenc are
esearch nstitute
he
classification uses a se en letter code, where the
first three letters are t ical or technolog and the others define the anu acturers and the s ecific odel n e a le is
re orted in able the
code includes all the de ices or
normal electrocardiography.
nl the first art o the code has been used in the anal sis b
considering only the technology type for a single medical device.

Table I. Technology code according to the Italian categories CIVAB
Technology Code
CIS
DUS

Medical Device Description
Cystoscope
Duodenoscope
lectrocardiogra h
lectroence halogra h
nce halosco e

e ical e ices classification
he second ste o the anal sis is the classification o edical
equipment according to their “destination of use,” “technology
level” and “maintenance costs.” It has been necessary to use the
non standard classification o edical de ices in order to consider the working area where the device is used.This new classification allows a conte t aware characteri ation o the de ice
depending on its users and possible consequence on patient
safety[3], good for the decision-makers because of the heterogeneous and diverse needs according to different hospital areas.
It further underlines usability aspects depending on both the
technological complexity of the device and the criticality of the
area where the device is used. Suggestions by the Italian Ministry
of Health have been followed to classify all medical devices according to their own destination of use in healthcare. Five “Destination of Use” have been considered: Life Support, Diagnostic,
Therapeutic, Laboratory and Clinical Support. The category ‘Clinical
Support’ has been created in order to eliminate data degradation in the analysis given by the presence of not strictly clinical
devices such as printer or lamps.
lassification o technolog according to “Technological Complexity” is fundamental in device management, for instance in order to plan which maintenance activities are feasible for hospital
biomedical technicians and which ones have to be requested as
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external services. Optimization of medical personnel and technicians’ activities in relation to external private interventions is
basic for a well-planned technology management.
hese classes ha e been defined using onl technical criteria,
such as: use of radioactive materials, age of technology, device
miniaturization level, presence of software and integration of
different technologies in the same equipment. Four classes have
been identified ‘High-,’ ‘Medium-,’ ‘Low-’ and ‘Limited-Technology.’
i ited echnolog is defined in order to eli inate ossible
data degradation during the analysis because of the presence of
not proper technological devices such as beds or wall units, that
could contaminate the results. The outcomes of this analysis are
the number of technologies and the number of devices, both
reported in the graph, see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Classification of medical devices according to the Destination of
Use.
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KPI Analysis
Finally, the last step of the methodology regards the use of three
KPI applied to the previous devices categories:
he lobal ailure ate
the ge ailure ate
the e ices and echnologies atio
hese s ai is to objecti el deter ine and stud an t ical
skills for the previous medical devices categories.
he
is “..the total number of failures - as measured by the
total number of completed repair work order-divided by the total
number of devices[7]..” It has been chosen because it measures
reliability of medical equipment, which is fundamental in hospitals in order to guarantee continuity of medical services.
he
re resents the total nu ber o ailures di ided b the
total number of devices according to the years of use by users.”
It has been considered in the analysis because it provides further in or ation with res ect to
b taking into consideration usage aspects such as user experience, learning problems
and ergonomics[8].
he
calculation ollows the rocedure re orted as e a le in igure or i e u ort de ices he first colu n re resents the year of devices acquisition, with each row divided
into two arts re resenting res ecti el the s ecific nu ber o
failures and the number of devices still in use at the subsequent
years indicated by the other columns (point 1 in Figure 3). For
instance, by considering the year 2002 as device acquisition year,
the ailure ate is calculated according to the changing nu ber
of devices in use and failures in the subsequent years (point 2
in Figure 3). It has been decided to only consider the devices in
use each ear, in order not to conta inate
alues so as not
to isinter ret a low
as a low nu ber o ailures

hot topic
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Figure 3. AFR calculation procedure for Life Support devices.
he classification hase ust consider the e aluation o de ice
technical maintenance costs[4],[5] by classifying the devices deending on aintenance ncidence atio
, that is defined
as “maintenance costs/acquisition cost[6]”. Four categories were
defined High, High-Medium, Medium-Low and Low, see Figure 2.

3

1

2

Figure 2. Classification of medical devices according to the Technological
Complexity.
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Once the table is completed, by considering the fourth year of
usage, the su along the diagonals gi es the su o ailure ate
values after four years of use (point ‘3a’ in Figure 3). By dividing
this sum by the number of usage years considered, the mean
is obtained oint b in igure
he sa e rocedure is
ollowed or all the diagonals to obtain the co lete
trend,
ro
to
inall the
is defined as the nu ber o de ices di ided
by the “number of different technologies”. It has been considered because it is a simple and intuitive measure in analyzing
the complexity of an environment by considering different technologies in use.
Results
The analysis has shown that:
ost o the technologies belong to the ediu categor
• the highest number of devices belongs to the Low-Technology
class (almost 50% of all Hospital devices).
As shown in Figure 4, diagnostic and therapeutic areas are characteristic for High-Tech devices that are not present in Clinical
Support activity. Most of these medical devices are installed in
the diagnostic area, as is typical for Imaging. Limited-Tech characterizes both technologies and devices of Clinical Support activity. Non Limited-Tech equipment is typical for Life Support areas.
Despite previous considerations, it is clear from analysis that
ediu
ech is the do inant technolog in hos itals first or
number of technologies in Life Support, Laboratory and Theraeutic areas second or nu ber o technologies in the diagnostic area and first or nu ber o de ices
ediu
ech
versus 347 High-Tech device.
Further, the “acquisition trend” of medical devices has been obtained from the ‘purchase contracts’ according to the technology
classes. Low-, Medium- and Limited-Tech present an acquisition
peak every two years, High-Tech present a 5-year-period peak.
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Figure 4. Technology distribution of medical devices according to their
Destination of Use.
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Figure 5. Medical Devices acquisition trends according to technology classes.
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N° of acquised devices

YEAR
GFR analysis
or the
anal sis,
has been chosen or two ain reasons irstl , it is interesting to evaluate possible relationships between failures trend and destinations of use.
econdl ,
can hel the linical ngineering e art ent to better understand
causes o aintenance costs b anal ing i
de ends on nu ber o ailures or i it
depends on failure type.
n igure the diagra
a re orts
related to technological co le it classification during three years (from 2004 to 2006). It includes all devices present in the
hos ital that ear new and old he anal sis has shown that the nu ber o ailures
increases with technological co le it igh tech shows the highest
alue, constant during the whole ti e ediu , ow and i ited ech ha e a uch lower
iagra
b shows
a lied to
categories he gra h oints out igh
results being proportional to number of failures. Indeed, the number of technical inter entions is the critical oint or high aintenance costs iagra
c anal ses
a lied to destination o use classification t is interesting to note how the laborator
is the area with the lowest
es ite this, it contains the highest nu ber o
devices (see Figure 7) and is second in terms of presence of High-Tech devices (I
would e ect high
at these conditions

Figure 6. (a) GFR analysis applied to Technological Complexity; (b) GFR analysis applied to MIR;
© GFR analysis applied to Destination of Use.
GFR - Technology
n° Failures / Device / Year
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GFR - MIR
n° Failures / Device / Year

Low Mir
n° Devices
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n° Failures / Device / Year

0

R classification
he results o
classification are re orted in igure
ost
igh
de ices are used in the laborator here are no de ices in Life Support areas and only one device belongs to Clinical
u ort use or ow
e ui ent the ajorit is in heraeutic areas, with
de ices ow
distribution includes all
hospital destinations.
ndeed, it can be seen that the aborator is the highest
risk area in the hospital, with no particular risks in Life Support
and Clinical Support areas, and it is second in terms of presence o igh ech de ices would e ect high
at these
conditions).

Figure 7. High and Low MIR distribution of medical devices according to their
Destination of Use.
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Two considerations:
1) The Laboratory is the most “technical” area with specialized
technicians working there
2) service contracts are well prepared in order to maintain
igh ech de ices attention to aintenance contractual services is considered much more here than in the other destinations of use.
On the other hand, therapeutic and Clinical Support have the
highest
he resence o an di erent technologies, especially for therapeutic areas (178 different technologies, Figure
eans it is di ficult to anage and use the n addition, the
presence of the patient leads users to consider patient’s needs
as priority over processes and protocols. Finally, Diagnostic and
i e u ort areas ha e si ilar alues o
AFR index
he
inde has been a lied to the re ious classifications
and it has been analyzed for a period of seven years since the
ear
t ro ides si ilar to
trends and is ro ortional
to echnolog le el and aintenance costs as well as
urther ore, di erent areas in the hos ital ha e the sa e
characteri ation et b
, see diagra
c he
decreases significantl during usage, and as it can be seen clearl in diagra
a,
resents a strong decrease a ter the first ear o
its use in the hospital. Indeed, strong relations between learning,
user experience and number of failures is demonstrated. Highech e ui ent is the ost critical categor
ter the first ear,
trend is constant and si ilar or all de ices n the first two
years, vulnerability is an important aspect to consider during the
acquisition phase and in learning/educational planning.
DTR indicator
he
indicator defined as u ber o e ices u ber
o echnologies atio is an intuiti e alue, eas to calculate and
helpful for easy and general considerations on technological
characteri ation o edical areas s igure shows, aborator
and linical u ort cti it are t ical or low
t signifies
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a high presence of different technologies. On the other hand,
i e u ort resents a high
with res ect to hos ital
average ‘25’) indicating a low specialization in technology: low
number of different technologies with respect to high number
of devices. The necessity to dispose of back-up devices for this
destination o use is satisfied b the high nu ber o sa e technology devices used here.

Figure 9. DTR analysis applied to Destination of Use.

Conclusion
The proposed methodology has provided some useful KPIs
for decision-makers to use for technical analysis in technology
management such as acquisition, maintenance and technology
re lace ent hases he new inde
is concluded to
be an appropriate indicator for technical analysis on medical
equipment, since it allows an health structures and technologies
bench arking igh
eans high aintenance costs and
High-Tech device management. Analysis has shown that usually, High-Tech devices are not as expensive for maintenance
as Low- and Medium-Tech. This means good contract coverage
for High-Tech and inadequate contracts for Low- and Medium-Tech equipment. More attention in the contractual phase,
such as re enti e aintenance lans
and ull risk o tions
requests for these categories would save money and improve
health service in hospitals.

WE CREATE SOLUTIONS FOR
HISTO-PATHOLOGY LABS

he use o the
inde has urther ro ed the i ortance o
training courses for users, especially for High-Tech devices and
for critical destination of use (e.g. Life Support Area).
Finally, the study of the acquisition trend of medical devices provides a further information for a long term equipment replacement planning in order to optimize resources. Further developments are connected to a technical dashboard development for
a sustainable technology management in hospitals by including
also usability and economic sections. This would help decision
makers in technology replacement and management phase, allowing ‘real time’ and a 360 degree view of information on the
technological situation in health structures.
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When your life depends on software
When is software considered a medical device?

market overview

Software for Medicine

Luciano Villarboito, Mario Fregonara Medici, Gerolamo Farrauto
Azienda Ospedaliera Universitaria Maggiore della Carità Novara
ntil few years ago, little
thought was given to
the software that is an
increasingly crucial part
of these devices. Over
time, however, the software that controls many electronic diagnostic and life-critical electronic equipment has grown in importance, to the
point where a software failure could be
just as catastrophic, and life threatening,
as a hardware failure. A software crashing
on your laptop simply means a reboot.
A software crashing on a piece of equipment that helps to keep a patient alive is
another problem altogether.
In each scenario below, would you consider the software to be a medical device?
1. Software used to plan cancer treatment doses and to control the setting of
oncology treatment devices
2. Software used within the overall design and manufacturing processes of the
medical devices
3. Software used to measure and calculate the anatomical sites of the body to
facilitate the irradiation of surgical intervention
4. Software embedded in an implanted
pulse generator device
5. Software used to transmit administrative data such as a patient’s name and
address.
The answers to the examples above are
yes, no, yes, yes and no, respectively.

This exercise highlights the increasing
prevalence and complexity of software
in the medical industry, but also underscores the di ficult o deter ining i the
software is a medical device and what
kind o classification rules a l under
the European Medical Device Directive
MDD 93/42/EEC, if it could be applicable.
Many critical functions performed by
medical devices are directed by softwares,
and because softwares are not a visible
product, sometimes, we lose sight of its
importance. In 2000, medical device software occupied national headlines when
28 Panamanian teletherapy patients received radiation overexposure: the Multidata Systems International Corporation
Treatment Planning Software was implicated in 21 of those patients deaths.
This is an extreme example but it emphasizes both how pivotal softwares are to
the function of some medical devices and
the consequences of software’s failure.

Software as a Medical
Device Defined

So what is a software? An example provided by MEDDEV 2.4.1, Rev. 8, Guidelines on the lassification o
edical
Devices for a Rule 12 device describes
active medical devices as “intended for
recording, processing or viewing of diagnostic images.”
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Guidance NB-MED 2.2, Rev. 4, Guidelines On The
ualification nd lassification
tand lone
Software Used In Healthcare Within The Regulatory
Framework Of Medical Devices:

Operation of
software requires
electrical energy and
software functions
by converting this
energy by means
of interfaces and/
or actuators, which
are parts of the programmable electrical
medical system."

1. Software intended for analysis of patient data generated by a medical device with a view to diagnosis
and monitoring
2. Software intended for use by patients to diagnose
or treat a physical or medical ailment (condition or
disease)
3. Software that is a component and an integral part
of a medical device
These sentences contain a few key words. Point A
refers to “diagnosis and monitoring” of patient data,
which is wh the fi th scenario o so tware described
in the quiz is not considered a medical device.
he so tware in the fi th scenario tracks ad inistrative patient data. Point C is subject to some interpretation, but essentially, if the device cannot operate
without your software, your software is “integral”
and assu es the sa e classification as the de ice
as discussed below. The software categories all diagnose, monitor, treat or alleviate disease.The software
in the second scenario facilitates the manufacture of
devices, but is not indicated for alleviate diseases.

What is the Classification for the
Medical Device Software?

The MDD 93/42/EEC, Annex IX makes provisions
for softwares that function as a medical device. Basically, it states that any software that drives a device
or in uences the use o a de ice alls auto aticall in
the sa e classification

Clearly, software may be viewed as a medical device
or an accessory to a medical device or as a component and integral part of a medical device (automatically in the same class as the medical device and
subject to the conformity assessment of the medical
device).
he so tware s unction guides the classification o
the software medical devices. If the software is a
edical de ice, it a be classified as lass however, if the medical device software is an integral
component of a device as indicated above, it will assu e the classification o the de ice or e a le, a
software that is part of a Class III medical device is
considered as a Class III device.

Software is Considered as an Active
Medical Device

his a be another conce t that is di ficult to reconcile and reasonably well explained by the NBMED guidance, which states: “Operation of software
requires electrical energy and software functions by
converting this energy by means of interfaces and/
or actuators, which are parts of the programmable
electrical medical system.” The NB-MED guidance
document is interesting, because it attempts to delineate some of the inadequacies of the European
regulations with regards to software. Fortunately, the
proposed revisions to the Medical Device Directive
and the Directive for Active Implantable Medical Devices (AIMD) attempt to resolve these omissions.
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ne last nuance that should be brie discussed is the otential
lass
edical de ice so tware a be subject to classification
as a Class I medical device with a measuring function. And, if the
so tware now is iewed as such, otified od in ol e ent is
required for CE Marking.
The Guidance MEDDEV 2.1.5, Medical Devices with a Measuring Function may be relevant to some softwares. Softwares with
a measuring function must comply with a few characteristics:
measure quantitatively a physiological function or anatomical para eter easure ent dis la ed in legal units or other acce table units as described within uro ean irecti e
and the intended purpose implies accuracy, and failing to comply
with the easure ent could result in a significant ad erse e fect on the patient’s health and safety.
To determine the proper European route to compliance for
your software, consider the following questions:
• What is the intended use of the software?
• Does the intended use of the software designates it as a medical device? (The software provides instructions for an instrument for the purpose of diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, treatment or alleviation of disease.)
• If yes, is the software considered as a component of a medical
de ice
he so tware dri es or in uences the use o the device.) If yes, the software assumes the class of the device.

• Is the software an independent device or accessory? If yes,
does the software have a measuring function? If yes, perhaps
the device is Class I measuring.

Revision of European MDD and AIMD

It is widely accepted that software is either a pivotal medical
device or a component of a medical device.The revisions to the
edical e ice irecti e and
re ect the issues regarding
so tware and ro ide e licit re erences and clarifications
n the re ised edical e ice irecti e, the rea ble s ecifically describes software and acknowledges the “growing importance o so tware in the field o edical de ices t is ro osed
that so tware be re erenced in the definition o the edical
device and a statement included that software may be used
with the medical device. The following sentence will be added
to Annex IX: “Stand alone software is considered to be an active
medical device.”

market overview

Softwares as Medical Devices with a
Measuring Function

In the AIMD, the Essential Requirement on software will be
elaborated to discuss software validation and development lifec cle, risk anage ent, alidation and erification
In the United States (US), starting three decades ago, the FDA
increased its level of activity in reviewing the development of
medical device software, due perhaps to coding errors causing
patient overdoses in a radiation therapy device (Therac-25). An
increased regulatory oversight of the FDA on medical device
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Software
manufacturers
should implement
the requirements
in the beginning
phases of new
product
development.
This is critical.
As the software
industry has
learned, the key to
reliable software lies
in the design and
development phase.
Unlike hardware
products, it is virtually impossible to
verify software after
the fact.

software development processes and system testing has been described in safety research on infusion
pump software.
In the US, the FDA has published a guidance (on the
to ic o edical de ices that s ecificall addresses
medical device software.
In July 2011 the FDA published a guidance on
edical obile a lications, with the final regulations issued on September 2013. These regulations
only apply to “medical apps that transform a mobile
device into a medical device or an accessory to a
regulated medical device.” Examples include apps
that regulate an installed pacemaker or those that
analyze images for cancerous lesions, X-rays and
MRI, graphic data such as EEG waveforms, bedside
monitors, urine analysers, glucometer, stethoscopes,
spirometers, BMI calculators, heart rate monitors
and body fat calculators.

Additional Considerations and
Conclusions
Many ancillary topics also deserve mention. Conformity Assessment procedures require consideration o the de elo ent li ec cle rocedures or
docu ent control and configuration anage ent
and control of combinations between software versions and intended hardware. The published software medical device standards (not an exhaustive
list) include IEC 62304 (2006), Medical Device Software-Software Life Cycle Processes, ISO/IEC 90003
(2004) and IEC 60601 series.

Software is a component of many complicated medical devices or is an independent medical device or
accessory, and as such, it is important for manufacturers to appreciate that their software may require
CE Marking.
Software manufacturers should implement these requirements in the beginning phases of new product
development. This is critical. As the software industry has learned, the key to reliable software lies in
the design and development phase. Unlike hardware
products, it is virtually impossible to verify software
after the fact.
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Oral-B® Unveils New App Technology At Mobile World Congress 2015
“We are encouraged by the consumer feedback and data regarding our App’s ability to improve and maintain oral care routines
and have used this proof as inspiration to continue investing and
innovating in this area,”said Stephen Squire, Global Brand Director,
P&G. “In partnership with dental professionals and consumers,
Oral-B has created the next generation brushing experience that
utilizes personal goals, unique dental considerations and entertainment to ensure that our consumers are getting the best possible
results outside a dentist chair.”

Oral-B, the worldwide leader in oral care, unveils improvements
to its App at the 2015 annual GSMA Mobile World Congress
meeting in Barcelona, Spain. The App connects the user to its
highest performing toothbrushes, by creating seamless brushing
routines and allowing expanded professional guidance. Oral-B
continues to innovate and personalize the Oral-B App (which
is already changing oral care behaviours when used with the
Bluetooth-connected toothbrush) with the creation of Dental
Care Journeys and Professional Guidance. Additionally, Oral-B
is proud to announce the opening, in October 2015, of the OralB App’s Application Programming Interface (API) and Software
Development Kit (SDK), which will enable users to become a
part of the increasingly connected oral care digital experience
by working with third parties.
Since the SmartSeries and Oral-B App’s debut at Mobile World
Congress last year, initial results indicate improved worldwide
oral care behaviours in a number of important measures. The
App data shows that Oral-B electric toothbrush users are now
brushing on average 2:24 minutes, compared to the less than 60
seconds average of the manual toothbrush users. Additionally,
o er hal o these recorded brushing sessions included ossing,
rinsing, and tongue cleaning. Through a combination of these
statistics and consumer feedbacks, Oral-B can deduce that with
real-time feedback, users are encouraged to brush longer, with
less force and more in-line with their dental professionals’ recommendations.
Oral Care Statistics from Oral-B SmartSeries and App Use:
A total of 83% of brushing sessions are over two minutes, with
a global average brushing duration of 2:24.
The Oral-B App has been downloaded nearly 300,000 times
since its launch there were
acti e users in the onth o
December 2014. Approximately 60% of brushing sessions are
le eraging the rinsing, ossing and tongue cleaning
re inders, for a more holistic oral care routine.
The Oral-B SmartSeries with the Oral-B App has helped users
achieve accurate brushing across all quadrants and areas of the
mouth.

industry news

CINCINNATI, March 2, 2015 /PRNewswire/

After a year of collaborating with consumers and dental professionals to enhance the App, Oral-B has addressed the need
for a more personalized brushing experience. Oral-B users can
now select journe s to fit their oral care goals and their dental
professional can provide direct recommendations and feedback
within the App. The goal for these improvements is to ensure
that a user can comply with their dental professionals’ recomendations between o fice isits through a strea lined
experience.
Dental Care Journeys:
Each personalized Dental Care Journey is tailor-made to help
users’ achieve their oral care goals, including whiter teeth for an
upcoming wedding, or fresh breath for food lovers.
The Journeys deliver a more active and engaged brushing routine for a pre-designated period of time, and also offer recommendations for corresponding products to match each Journey.
sers can select a ong fi e ourne s resh reath, la ue
Fighter, Whitening, Gum Health or Ortho Care.
Professional Guidance:
A dental professional can add extra brushing time of order to
focus on certain areas in the mouth, select dental conditions and
ro ide s ecific brushing and interdental cleaning instructions or
his/her patient to follow at home.
A dental professional can provide product recommendations via
the
, selecting roducts based on their atients s ecific needs
Patients can share their compliance statistics with their hygienist
and dentist via e-mail, as a way to track and discuss areas to improve, and help advance their oral care routines.
Beginning in late 2015, the App will allow users to voluntarily integrate their oral care information into other digital programs by
opening the API. This will create a seamless venue for users to
holistically monitor their well-being, and could potentially provide
an opportunity for users to be rewarded for good brushing behaviour through various reward programs. Oral-B is working to
enable developers to create or extend apps with a user’s brushing
data. If interested, please email Oral-B at sdk@oralb.com.
SOURCE Oral-B
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Heraeus enters agreement to acquire NeoMetrics
ST. PAUL, Minn. and PLYMOUTH, Minn., March 18, 2015 /PRNewswire/
Heraeus Medical Components, a global business
unit of Heraeus Holding GmbH, has executed a
share purchase agreement to acquire 100% of the
stock in NeoMetrics. NeoMetrics, headquartered
in Plymouth, Minnesota, specializes in designing and
manufacturing guidewires and components for medical devices. The company’s production facilities, in
both Minnesota and Costa Rica, include cleanroom
manufacturing and extensive guidewire fabrication
technologies. The closing of this transaction is expected to occur in the next 60 days.
“With this acquisition, Heraeus Medical Components will add new interventional technologies to
increase their leadership position as a sourcing solution for the world’s medical device companies. “We
are excited about the potential growth opportunities within the inter entional field, said r icolas
Guggenheim, President of Heraeus Medical Components. “NeoMetrics’ experience in the development
of interventional and vascular access guidewires,
substantially increase upon our existing component
capabilities. We plan to use our combined expertise to bring new solutions for our medical device
custo ers
“We are excited to become part of Heraeus Medical
Components,” said Dave Liebl, President, of NeoMetrics.
“Joining Heraeus will allow us to support our continued growth, including the opportunity to introduce our
products and expertise to new markets. Both companies share a culture of consistently exceeding customer
expectations.”

About NeoMetrics
NeoMetrics, headquartered in Plymouth, Minnesota,
is a private company that was founded in 2001. The
company operates exclusively as an OEM partner of
medical device companies.
They are specialized in designing, manufacturing and
securing Regulatory clearance for interventional and
vascular access guidewires.
About Heraeus
Heraeus Medical Components is a global business
unit of Heraeus Holding GmbH.
Heraeus, the technology group headquartered in
Hanau, Germany, is a global private company with
more than 160 years of tradition. They create high
value solutions for our customers, strengthening
their co etiti eness or the long ter
heir fields
of competence include precious metals, materials
and technologies, sensors, biomaterials and medical
products, quartz glass, and specialty light sources.
n fiscal ear
, eraeus achie ed roduct re enue o
billion and recious etals trading re enue o
billion ith so e ,
e lo ees
in over 110 subsidiaries worldwide, Heraeus holds a
leading position in its global markets.
SOURCE Heraeus Medical Components

The management team and employees of NeoMetrics will continue as part of Heraeus, contributing
important domain expertise and ensuring continuity for customers. Gene Champeau, co-founder and
CEO of NeoMetrics will assist Heraeus in developing
new business platforms and product strategies on a
consulting basis. Heraeus intends to continue operation of both of the NeoMetrics facilities post-closing.
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Nanotechnology in Medical Devices Market Forecasts
Research To 2019 by Product, Application and Regions
DALLAS, March 23, 2015 /PRNewswire/
lobal anotechnolog in edical e ices arket
was alued around
illion in
and e ected
to reach around
illion b
with a
o around
during the orecast eriod
Says a New Research Available at RnRMarketResearch.com
er the last fi e ears, the nanotechnolog based
medical devices market witnessed tremendous
growth.This was due to the growth in the aging population and to government support.
Naturally, with the growth in the nanotechnology
e enditure, e en international research collaborations increased . Complete report on Nanotechnology in Medical Devices Market by Product
(Biochip, Implant Materials, Medical Textiles,Wound
Dressing, Cardiac Rhythm Management Devices,
Hearing Aid), Application (Therapeutic, Diagnostic,
Research) - Global Forecast to 2019 available at
http://www.rnrmarketresearch.com/.
In this report, the global nanotechnology-based
medical devices market is segmented on the basis
of products and applications. On basis products, the
nanotechnology-based medical devices market is categorized into biochips, implantable materials, medical
textile and wound dressing, active implantable devices, and others. The implantable materials segment is
di ided into dental filling aterials and bone restorative materials; instead, the active implantable devices
segment is divided into cardiac rhythm management
devices, hearing aid devices, and retinal implants.
On the basis of applications, the nanotechnologybased medical devices market is segmented into
therapeutics applications, diagnostics applications,
and research applications.
The global nanotechnology-based medical devices
market is dominated by six players that accounted
or around
o the global arket in
The major players in the global nanotechnologybased medical devices market are Stryker Corporation
,
o an
, t ude edical, nc

,
etri , nc
, erkin l er, nc
,
Starkey Hearing Technologies (U.S.), and Smith &
Nephew plc (U.K.).

industry news

Nanotechnology

cti e i lantable de ices accounted or a ajor
share of the nanotechnology-based medical devices
market. The nanotechnology-based medical devices
market for active implantable devices is primarily
driven by the growing incidence of age-related disorders such as hearing and cardiovascular dysfunctions. In addition, the growing awareness about these
diseases and increased acceptance of the hearing aid
devices are further driving the market for active implantable devices.
n
, orth
erica accounted or the largest
share to the global nanotechnology in medical devices market, ollowed b uro e, sia acific, and
o
owe er, sia acific is e ected to be the
fastest-growing region during the forecast period
owing to the rapidly aging population, rising adoption
of advanced nanotechnology-based medical devices,
the increasing accessibility to healthcare facilities, and
rising
and healthcare e enditure
The global nanotechnology-based medical devices
arket is e ected to grow at a significant
o around
during the orecast eriod
he arket is ainl dri en b the growth in
aging population, rising adoption of nanotechnologybased medical devices, and increased nanotechnolog
e enditure n addition, the go ern ents
of several nations are investing heavily in developing
and commercializing new nanotechnology products.
However, safety issues regarding nanotechnologybased medical devices, severe regulatory guidelines,
and time-consuming approval processes for these
devices are hampering the growth of this market to
a certain extent.
SOURCE RnR Market Research
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KIMES 2015

KIMES 2015 At a Glance
31st Korea International Medical & Hospital
Equipment Show (KIMES 2015) “The Health of
Today, The Happiness of Tomorrow”

1) The Blueprint for the Future of Medical Centric
event, KIMES
KIMES 2015, paid attention to attendees by various
events set up by the organiser and maximised the
effect of the exhibition. Majority of the exhibitors
obtained positive and great responses from qualified isitors at
hibitors ha e re orted that market is subsisting and forging forward
still, alongside rapid growth of Korea medical industry, exhibitors and visitors felt that businesses were strongly
connected in the KIMES.
2) The Latest Medical Equipment introduced by the Leading
lobal a es he largest trade air which filled ,
s
o e hibition resented with a wide range o roducts b
Korea manufacturers, USA 117, Japan 67, Germany 96, China
and with the other international anu acturers he show
was highlighted the increasingly important role played by domestic companies, Samsung, Listem, JW Choongwae, DK Medical,
BIT Computer, Alpinion. In addition, the world leading brands,
GE, Fuji, Shimadzu, Hitachi fuelled the event to be the attraction
market in Asia.
ointed as a o eading hibition in orea inistr o
Trade, Industry and Energy selected KIMES 2015 as a Korea Top
Leading Exhibition in great supports to recruit new customers
and to reinforce medical business from Korea to the world.

Also, Korean government appointed medical industry as the one
of the leading industry that propelled Korean economy in the
uture, and the go ern ent ro ided blue rint o financial and
political backing for the industry.
n de th e inars with ariet o ics
sessions o se inars
were concurrently held in COEX Conference Center during the
KIMES to deliver quality information and knowledge. Covered
topics in the KIMES conferences were from government policies
on medical devices market, newest technologies on medical deices to financial technolog or the doctors
5) Medical Device Component Pavilion.
As the growth of interest in medical device, KIMES organized
the Medical Device Component Pavilion in Hall A to increase
the interest on components manufacturing companies as well as
expanding the exhibits categories in KIMES.
6) KIMES Scholarship Contribution
ishing to contribute to the health care industr through finding talented student and to foster the upcoming generations,
we started to offer “KIMES Scholarships” to young students
whose college major is in biomedical engineering from 2014.
7) KIMES offered exhibitors the perfect tool to exposure on
media. All exhibitors were given the chance to exposure their
rofile arketing through our edia artners and benefited
with the spotlight in the medical industry. It helped to reach a
unique audience of new customers and reinforce their existing
business relationships.
http://kimes.kr/eng/
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he brands e hibiting were
ro the
pharmaceutical sector, 290 from the cosmetics sector and
ro the sector ocused on the ser ices for the pharmacy).
con erences, worksho s and eetings including
5 ECM courses) underlined the important role
os o ar a la s in the ro essional and scientific
education he are a s ecific eature o an e ent calling to all
the ro essional figures o the har ac world, o ering solutions to address industry, services and new regulations in the
changing scenarios that characterize our age. This topic was discussed during the meetings held by Federfarma, Farmindustria,
Utifar, Fenagifar, Asis, AIIPA, Federsalus, Sunifar, with the support
of numerous organizations including IMS Health, Doxa Pharma,
nternational, nstitute o ealth ciences or the first ti e,
os o ar a organi ed er o os
ita utis , the first
Congress under the chairmanship of Professor Antonino Di Pietro with the accession of all nine dermatological and aesthetic
associations, with the purpose of relate ever closer two professionals, physicians and pharmacists. Cosmofarma also hosted the
traditional focus on nutrition and nutraceuticals, with numerous
initiatives organized by Professor Enrico Roda.

show reports

Cosmofarma Exhibition, the European leading
event for the Pharmacy world, organized by BolognaFiere Group with the prestigious partnership of
Federfarma and Cosmetica Italia (Gruppo Cosmetici in Farmacia), closed its 19th edition with 29,771
isitors
co ared to the
edition ,
with a strong increase of attendees from abroad.

Medica 2013

Cosmofarma 2015

Trade Show Press Releases

www.cosmofarma.com
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Regulatory updates:

SCENIHR releases Final Opinion on the use
of Nanomaterials & Bisphenol A in Medical Devices

Abstract from European Commission Enews
Nanotechnologies make use of very small objects or
artefacts. Nanomaterials are an increasingly important
product of nanotechnologies. They contain nanoparticles,
smaller than 100 nanometres in at least one dimension.
Nanomaterials are coming into use in healthcare,
electronics, cosmetics and other areas. Their physical
and chemical properties often differ from those of bulk
materials, so they call for specialised risk assessment.
This needs to cover health risks to workers and
consumers, and potential risks to the environment.
This is currently done on a case by case basis, but risk
assessment methods need to be kept up to date as the
use of nanomaterials e pands, especiall as the find
their way into consumer products.
What do we know about the possible health risks of
exposure to nanomaterials, and how can assessment
of these risks be improved?
(SCENIHR)
n January 13th, 2015 SCENIHR issued a ‘Guidance
on the Determination of Potential Health Effects
of Nanomaterials Used in Medical Devices’.The
opinion addresses the use of nanomaterials in
medical devices and to provide information for
risk assessors regarding s ecific as ects that
need to be considered in the safety evaluation of nanomaterials.
A public consultation on this opinion was opened on the website o the non ood scientific co
ittees ro
ul
to
ctober
n or ation about the ublic consultation
was broadly communicated to national authorities, international
organisations and other stakeholders.
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Eleven organisations and companies participated in the public consultation providing in ut to the ain scientific uestions
In total 110 contributions were received
and considered by the SCENIHR and the
orking rou and the scientific o inion has been revised to take account of
relevant comments.

What are nanomaterials?
Nanotechnologies involve designing
and producing objects or structures
at a very small scale, on the level of
100 nanometres (100 millionth of
a millimetre) or less.
Nanomaterials are one of the main
products of nanotechnologies –
as nano-scale particles, tubes, rods,
or fi res anoparticles are
normall defined as ein smaller
than 100 nanometres in at least
one dimension.
As nanotechnology develops,
nanomaterials are findin uses in
healthcare, electronics, cosmetics,
textiles, information technology and
environmental protection.
The properties of nanomaterials are
not always well-characterised, and
they call for risk assessment of
possible exposures arising during
their manufacture and use.

The SCENIHR Opinion is considered
as a guide that explains how to evaluate
the risk when a nanomaterial is used in a
medical device. This Guide addresses the
use of nanomaterials in medical devices
and provides information for risk assessors regarding s ecific as ects that need
to be considered in the safety evaluation of nanomaterials. According to the
eco
endation or the definition
of a nanomaterial (Commission Recommendation 2011/696/EU, EC 2011) any
particulate substance with at least one
dimension in the size range between 1
and 100 nm is considered a nanomaterial.
The Guidance provides information to
assist with safety evaluation and risk assessment on the use of nanomaterials in
medical devices that should be considered in conjunction with the ISO 109931:2009 standard. The Guidance highlights
the need for special considerations in relation to the safety evaluation of nanomaterials, in any possible distinct properties,
interactions, and/or effects that may differ from conventional forms of the same
materials.
The SCENIHR recommends a phased approach for evaluating the risk of the use
of nanomaterials in medical devices based
on potential release and characteristics of
the nanomaterials to avoid unnecessary
testing. The phases cover particle release
(phase 1), particle distribution and persistence (phase 2), hazard assessment (toxicological evaluations) (phase 3), risk characterisation risk assess ent hase
n
phase 1 an evaluation of the potential for
the device to release nanoparticles either
directly or due to wear of the device during use should be carried out.
In phase 2 the aim is to determine the
distribution of the particles released and
also their persistence potential. In phase
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3 the hazard is assessed using appropriate toxicity tests taking account of the
exposure characteristics and potential
or ersistence in s ecific organs his will
ro ide in ut or the final risk characterisation hase
The estimated risk needs to be compared
to the risk from the use of comparable
devices not incorporating nanomaterials
in judging the acceptability of the risk.
The SCENIHR concludes that the potential risk from the use of nanomaterials in
medical devices is mainly associated with
the possibility for release of free nanoparticles from the device and the duration of
exposure.
Moreover, on February 27th the SCENIalso ublished the final o inion on
“The safety of the use of bisphenol A in
medical devices”. Concerning the safety
of vulnerable groups such as infants, pregnant and breast-feeding women when
exposed to bisphenol A (BPA) through
medical devices have recently been
raised. Such medical devices, include implants, catheters, and many dental devices.
he final o inion ai s to assess whether
OR NOT the use of bisphenol A in these
devices could give reasons for safety concerns, to provide indications on limit values for BPA release from medical devices
and to identify any patient group, e.g. infants, pregnant and breastfeeding women
who would be particularly at risk.
hen dra ting the final o inion the
SCENIHR considered the temporary
oral
t
o
g kg b w da derived by EFSA as a solid base for carrying out the risk assessment for the use of
BPA in medical devices. Several exposure
scenarios have been evaluated taking into
account the material used, the information related to BPA leaching, the duration
o a single treat ent and the re uenc
of treatments, giving rise to toxicologically
relevant acute, short and long term exposure. However, the information available is very limited and in many cases
due to the lack of experimental data, only
estimations were used.

CERTIFICATES

Concerning exposure via the oral route, it can be concluded
that the long term exposure to BPA via dental material is far
below the recently derived t-TDI and poses negligible risk for
human health associated to BPA exposure.
Some risk for adverse effects may exist, when the BPA is directly
available for systemic exposure after non-oral exposure routes,
especially for neonates in intensive care units, for infants undergoing prolonged medical procedures and for dialysis patients.
n s ite o this, it should be considered also the benefit o edical devices: the survival of neonates, for example, often depends
on the availability of the medical devices which causes a relatively high BPA exposure. The possibility to replace BPA in these
roducts should be considered against their e ficienc in the
treat ent, as well as the to icological rofile o the alternati e
materials, when available.
owe er, better data on e osure would be beneficial or the
refine ent o the resent risk assess ent, to be carried out
when new data on exposure via medical devices will be available.
With reference to the Final Opinion, the Polycarbonate/Bisphenol A Group and the Epoxy Resin Committee of PlasticsEurope,
the Association of European Plastic Manufacturers, comment as
follows on the SCENIHR opinion on the safety of the use of
BPA in medical devices:
Since 2012, SCENIHR had evaluated the safety of the use of
BPA in medical devices.
n its final o inion ublished at the end o ebruar ,
confir ed the sa et or an
edical a lications based on
BPA. SCENIHR found out that available exposure data from
medical devices is very limited.

However, the Committee underlines that such potential risk has
to be seen in conte t o the essential benefits that these de ices
provide for the therapy of the patients. SCENIHR cautioned
not to rush to potential alternative materials: these must be
e aluated in ter s o e ficienc in the treat ent, as well as the
to icological rofile o the alternati e aterials
According to SCENIHR, there is currently not enough data
available for this evaluation.
he
grou understands the need or ore s ecific data
on e osure ro
edical de ices in their s ecific use atterns,
in order to allow or a ore robust identification o the res ective safety margin.This would allow for a more substantiated
derivation of potential risks.

regulations

Nanomaterials

The PC/BPA group will further evaluate available relevant data
related to polycarbonate products and would welcome engagement from the other medical devices industry partners in order
to reduce the data gap in this area.
he long track record o ro en li e sa ing benefits ro
ol carbonate medical devices coupled with the margin of safety
de onstrated b
s e aluation should gi e confidence
to patients and medical professionals in the continued use of
these products.” says Jasmin Bird of the PlasticsEurope Polycarbonate/Bisphenol A industry group.
Sources:
European Commission
(Directorate General for Health and Food Safety) http://ec.europa.eu/health/press_material/index_en.htm

s a conse uence o consistentl using conser ati e worst
case assumptions for exposure to account for the lack of data,
and relating uncertainties, SCENIHR considers there may be a
risk related to some parenteral exposure scenarios for certain
medical devices, namely neonates in intensive care, infants under
prolonged medical procedures, and dialysis patients.
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Henry Schein

Henry Schein Donates Health Care Products to Help Ongoing
Relief Efforts for Victims of Malawi Flooding
MELVILLE, N.Y., March 26, 2015 /PRNewswire/

Photo
Families wait in line
for access to basic
health services at
the Sekeni II camp
for people displaced
b the ooding
Source: UNICEF

enry Schein, Inc. (NASDAQ: HSIC),
the world’s largest health care products and ser ices ro ider to o fice
based dental, animal health and
medical practitioners, has donated
essential health care products to its
NGO (non-governmental organization) partner Direct Relief. These health care products will help the
icti s o the de astating oods in alawi, a natural
disaster that, according to Direct Relief, has taken the
lives of more than 176 people and left an estimated
quarter of a million people displaced.
This initiative is part of Henry Schein Cares, the
worldwide Company’s social responsibility program.
In order to help in the immediate response for
emergencies around the world, Henry Schein Cares
partners with international relief organizations sending them, on a regularly basis, health care products to
store in their warehouses and to use as soon as the
disasters occur.
“Coordination of relief efforts in areas affected by
disasters is essential, and we applaud the work of Direct Relief, which is working with local organizations
on the ground in alawi to ensure that the health
care supplies we donate, are being used effectively
and e ficientl , said tanle
erg an, hair an
o the oard and hie
ecuti e ficer o enr
Schein, Inc.
enr chein s work to hel the eo le o alawi
is part of our ongoing commitment to give back to
society. A commitment that has marked our Company for more than eight decades.
As we have grown into a multinational corporation,
the scope of this responsibility has grown proportionatel
enr chein ares hel s health ha en b e panding access to health care for at-risk populations
through the su ort o co
unities and no rofit
organizations dedicated on increasing preventive
care, treatment, and health education. In addition to
enhancing emergency readiness and relief, Henry
Schein Cares support activities focused on increasing wellness and building up knowledge about the
delivery of health care services.
“Thanks to the donations from Henry Schein Cares,
Direct Relief was able to rapidly respond with a
shipment to Kasungu District Hospital in the central, rural region o alawi, said essica o al, irect

Relief ’s International Program manager. “The supplies will allow the hospital to continue on providing
health care services in a time when resources are
stretched thin and the number of patients due to the
ooding is increasing

About Henry Schein Cares

Henry Schein Cares stands on four pillars: pushing
ea
chein e bers to reach their otential, ensuring accountabilit b e tending ethical business
practices to all levels within Henry Schein, promoting
en iron ental sustainabilit , and e anding access to
health care for underprivileged people and at-risk
communities around the world. Health care activities
supported by Henry Schein Cares focus on three
main areas: increasing wellness, developing capacity
in the delivery of health care services, and assisting in
emergency readiness and relief.
Firmly rooted in a deep commitment to social responsibility and in the concept of enlightened selfinterest cha ioned b enja in ranklin, the hilosophy behind Henry Schein Cares is a vision of
oing well b
oing good hrough the work o
Henry Schein Cares to enhance access to health
care for those in need, the Company believes that it
is furthering its long-term success.
el ing ealth a en log is a lat or where
health care professionals can share their volunteer
e eriences on deli ering assistance to those in
need across the globe.
To read more about how Henry Schein Cares is
making a difference, please visit: www.helpinghealthhappen.org.
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Unitaid against Tuberculosis

er ear all or s o tuberculosis
than
illion eo le and at least
cases go undiagnosed.

kill ore
illion new

s countries around the world ark orld
a
under the the e each the
illion ,
and its partners are underscoring their efforts to
promote use of new diagnostic techniques and drugs
that will make it possible to more than halve treatent ti es or
, a disease which in ected an
estimated 480,000 people in 2013.
A report by the United Kingdom’s All Party Parliaentar
rou on lobal , ublished toda , has
warned that up to 75 million people could lose their
li es to ulti drug resistant
o er the
ne t
ears i the world ails to tackle drug resistance.
The parliamentary report said that treatment for
drug resistant
is so co le , e ensi e and to ic that less than hal o eo le success ull co lete
treat ent treat ent courses or
were
shorter and less arduous, more patients would complete treatment and fewer cases of resistance would
develop, the report noted.

atients are also now contracting
ro
people with a drug-resistant strain of the disease.

non profit

rug resistant strains of tuberculosis,
which are hard to detect and treat,
killed an estimated 210,000 people
in 2013 and now threaten to infect and kill millions more unless
improved diagnostics and shorter
treatments become widely available.

er the ne t our ears, ,
atients will be enrolled on treat ent with the new
drugs in
countries through the UNITAID investment. A more
user-friendly and effective treatment regimen will
also be devised following a clinical trial with 600 patients.
s in est ent will hel
ake
treatment more effective and easier-to-bear, thereby
helping patients to be better treated and to halt the
disease s s read said elio ar ora, ecuti e irector UNITAID. “This new investment is part of our
broader
ort olio that is introducing inno ations
or a ore e ecti e global res onse to the disease
e said new edicines to treat drug resistant
were urgently needed, in part due to the three-fold
increase in new cases diagnosed since 2009.
has also been in esting to e and use o
up new state-of-the-art diagnostic technologies such
as GeneXpert®, which can shorten the time to diagnose drug resistant or s o
ro weeks to onl
a matter of hours.
*Peru, Lesotho, Kazakhstan, Ethiopia, Kenya, Georgia,
Armenia, Kyrgyzstan, Swaziland, India, Myanmar,
Belarus, Pakistan, Indonesia, Bangladesh, DPRK, and
Nepal

UNITAID is now investing $60 million with Partners
in ealth, edicins ans rontieres and nteracti e
Research and Development to make new, more
effective medicines available and improve patients’
chances of being cured from 48% to 70%, and drive
a sharp fall in new infections.
to
di erent
edicine co binations
are in use globally, usually involving a gruelling twoear course o ulti le ills dail and injections with
harmful side effects such as deafness. The new drugs
have the potential to make it possible to treat the
disease in less than nine months and to eliminate the
need or injections

Photo
Pulmonary
Tuberculosis
istockphoto / stockdevil

he s read o drug resistant
strains has been uelled by patients receiving intermittent medication
or failing to complete treatment. Rising numbers of
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lassifieds

Business
Opportunities
Classifieds
Do you want us to publish
your ad in the next issue
of INFOMEDIX?
Submit a text of max 50
words by e-mail:
classified@infomedix.it
* free of charge for distributors

• Looking for
Distributors
ltrasound achines, robes and
arts are a ailable or sale at ll
aging ste s e ride oursel
on re airing arts
onitors, ower su lies, robes, boards
e
sell new and re urbished ultrasound
e ui ent, internationall
e stock ultrasound e ui ent
including carts, ortable ultrasound
achines, transducers and re laceent arts ro trackballs to ower
su lies
ll aging ste s
ald, r ine,
ali ornia
hone
ail ortega alli aging co

••••
le edical u lies a di ision
o aha edical rou
, ha ing
e erience
ears in the edical, dental ser ices and su lies, we
are the sole distributor in
or
swissdent cos etics, the ost inno ati e dental care roducts ro
wit erland e wish to ha e dealershi s or
a le edico g ail co
••••
etecta last is a range o ro essional wound care roducts or the
ood and catering industr and or
institutional kitchens e ha e the
ost co lete range o detectable
blue lasters which we deli er to distributors ainl in uro e e are
looking or distributors worldwide
etecta last odewijk de aetlaan
ege
elgiu
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el
a
in o detecta last be
www detecta last be
ontact
outer acobs
eneral anager
••••
ur o an
lo ed
ste s
based at elhi, ndia ontact us or
edical rade
onitors,
a iew o ,
a il
igiti er,
and
ercise unit or s orts ersons
ehabilitation, ra achine,
r
achines, ltrasound achine,
achine etc
lo ed ste s,
,
ardh an rand la a,
angla
lace, ector ,
ohini,
obile
hone
,
a

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ail glo ed glo edindia co
ebsite www glo edindia co
••••
ational ltrasound sells and trades with ultrasound dealers around
the globe ltrasound e ui ent
dealers can rel on ational ltrasound s ualit control o new and
re urbished ultrasound
ur e ert ser ice tea re urbishes our
used ultrasound achines based
on
re uire ents e carr a
wide range o ultrasound anu acturers
ontact
ational ltrasound
in o nationalultrasound co
or
orth erkele
ake
d uite
uluth,
www nationalultrasound co
••••
ars ealthcare rou is an i orters, e orters and distributors
o edical, dental, o hthal ic, ortho aedic, h siothera , cardioascular inter entions, e ui ents,
instru ents and industrial insulated
re rigerated ackaging solutions
sales
arshealthcaresa co a

• Looking for
Manufacturers

rojects
u l ing o er
,
branded, generic, edical and consu able roducts, urbin has a
strong work orce and in the
last financial ear had a turno er in
e cess o
urbin
,
ortholt oad,
outh
arrow, iddlese
,
ele hone
a
ail arketing durbin co uk
••••
is an established
i orter looking or bu ers and
sellers o healthcare dis osables
worldwide
ontact r achin hah at
ti eotc snl net
••••
e are acti e or
ears in the
hos ital distribution business in
hile, alwa s looking or new roduct er interested in utocla es
lts and u
bkau ann ar ui ed cl
www ar ui ed cl

Maximize Space
With our two-tier back table
and drape, create one sterile
field with multiple levels to increase
your usable work space.

Drape

••••
ria orna o an
istributor o edical and h gienic
roducts in
iddle ast
www a riaborna co
in o a riaborna co
••••
se

urbin
is a s ecialist edical
su l co an that sources and
distributes
edical e ui ent,
har aceuticals and consu ables
to healthcare ro essionals in o er
countries urbin is able to
deal with healthcare su l needs
ro local le el to national scale

Great for total joints, spine,
neuro, craniotomies, endo,
...or any large case.

classifieds

lassifieds

to i ro e
our e ort er or ance and find
distributors ast or our roduct
seg ent ts
classification
in roducts
countries shows
ou instantl the best contacts or
success ul sales
www worlddirector de

Create a sterile field with
our heavy-duty one-piece
patented drape.
Clear plastic
window in rear allows for light
penetration and improved visibility.

Visibility
Arrange and organize trays
easily - without the need for stacking.

www.orspecific.com
TEL

800.937.7949 s

FAX

360.696.1700
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CALENDAR
Worldwide Upcoming Events

May

1

• 13-15/05/2015

2

• 15-18/05/2015

CMEF Spring

Bulmedica Buldental

(Shanghai, China)

(Sofia, Bulgaria)

Organized by:
Reed Sinopharm Exhibitions Co., Ltd.
15th Floor Tower B,
Ping An International Financial Centre
No. 1-3, Xinyuan South Road,
Chaoyang District
Beijing - China 100027
E-mail: this@reedsinopharm.com
Website: www.thishealthsummit.com

IEC - Inter Expo & Congress Centre
, sarigradsko shose bl d, ofia,
Bulgaria
Tel: +359 (2) 9655220
Email: bulmedica-buldental@iec.bg
Project Managers:
Gabriela Lubenova
Email: glubenova@iec.bg
Tel: +359 2 9655 279 //
+359 24013 279
Fax: +359 2 9655 231 //
+359 2 4013 231
Maria Jeliazkova
Email: mjeliazkova@iec.bg
Tel: +359 2 9655 277 //
+359 2 4013 277
Fax: +359 2 9655 231 //
+359 2 4013 231
Anelia Bochukova
Email: abochukova@iec.bg
Tel: + 359 (2) 9655 275
Fax: +359 (2) 9655 231 //
+359 (2) 4013 231
Venue: Inter Expo Center
Add:147, Tsarigradsko Chaussee Blvd.
ofia
Bulgaria

Contact persons:
Ms Yi Pan
Tel: +86 10 84556604
Fax: +86 10 82022922
E-mail: yi.pan@reedsinopharm.com

3

• 19-22/05/2015

Hospitalar 2015
(Sao Paulo, Brazil)

Ms Sophie Zhang
Tel: +86 10 84556580
Fax: +86 10 62033210
Mr James Wang, Marketing Director
Tel: +86 10 59339000 ext. 9302
Fax: +86 10 59339333
E-mail: james.wang@reedexpo.com.cn
Venue: National Exhibitions and
Conference Center
Shanghai, China

Infomedix Booth: Hall 6.2,
Booth ZA36

Infomedix Booth: 2D2
Hall 2

Hospitalar Fair and Congress
Rua Padre Joao Manuel,
923 - 6º andar
01411-001 - Sao Paulo
Brazil
Tel: +55 11 3897 6100
Fax: +55 11 3897 6161
Email: international@hospitalar.com.br
Venue: Expo Center Norte
Exhibition Center
Add: Rua José Bernardo Pinto, 333,
Vila Guilherme
Saõ Paulo
Brazil

Infomedix Booth: Rua 83
Green Pavillion
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Worldwide Upcoming Events

June

• 04-06/06/2015

Beirut International
Medipharma 2015
(Beirut, Lebanon)
Promoteam Ltd
chrafieh, ar itr treet, th loor,
140 Freiha Building
Beirut, Lebanon
Tel: +961 1 339050
Fax: +961 1 339060
Email: sm@promoteam-ltd.com
Website: www.promoteam-ltd.co
Venue: Hilton Beirut Habtoor Grand
Hotel , Beirut - Lebanon

2

•10-11/06/2015

July

1

• 31/07 - 02/08/2015

Medicall Chennai

1

calendar

1

August

• 05-07/08/2015
Fime 2015
(Miami Beach, FL - USA)

(Chennai, India)
Medexpert Business Consultants Pvt
Ltd.
7th Floor 199 Luz Church Rd
Mylapore
Chennai 600 004
Email: info@medicall.in
Website: www.medicall.in
Project Director: Mr Sundararajan K
Mobile: +91 984 032 6020
Venue: Chennai Trade Centre
Chennai
India

FIME International Medical
Exposition, Inc.
3348 Seventeenth Street
Sarasota, FL 34235 USA
Tel: +1 941 366 2554
Fax: +1 941 366 9861
ail in o fi eshow co
Venue: Miami Beach Convention
Center
USA

Infomedix Booth: 2185

Medtec France
(Besançon, France)
Organised by: Ubm Canon
Contacts
Paula Tiutiu
Tel: +33 (0)1 73 28 72 31
Tel (Germany): +49 2241 959 7817
Email : paula.tiutiu@ubm.com
Fabienne Valambras
Tel: +33 (0)1 73 28 72 29
Tel (Germany): +49 2241 959 7813
Email: fabienne.valambras@ubm.com
Venue: Micropolis Exhibition Centre
Besançon. France
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WHAT S NEXT
Plan Ahead

Have you enjoyed reading Infomedix International?
The up-coming issue will be published next October
...don’t miss it!
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GMM, know-how and innovation
in diagnostic imaging
GMM range of products includes cutting-edge
solutions for any need in both conventional and digital
radiography applications: extreme user-friendliness,
reliability and safety in any diagnostic procedure
for the utmost accuracy and precision in diagnostic
results:
• remote-controlled R/F systems (with analog and
digital imaging system and flat panel detector);
• analog and digital radiographic systems, DR
systems;
• specialized X-ray equipment (C-arms, mobile units,
mammography systems).

We are present worldwide through our network
of Distributors ensuring sale, installation and qualified
service for our products: GMM, global solution.

General Medical Merate S.p.A.
info@gmmspa.com - www.gmmspa.com

